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Why limit yourself

or your business?
Process – operations are performed with the greatest precision

Capture – world’s most accurate OCR engine

Connect – gives you more connections with more control

Automate – advanced workflow automation at your fingertips

Armed with the combination of Ricoh’s robust multifunction devices (MFDs)
and eCopy’s advanced document automation solutions, the sky is the limit.
eCopy allows users to interact with Ricoh MFDs and paper information in ways never before possible.
Powerful text recognition capabilities means scanned hard copy documents are quickly turned into
searchable and usable data. eCopy’s hundreds of third-party application connectors allow data to flow
easily and securely through online business processes and systems in a truly flexible format.
To start the simple process of adding an eCopy solution to your new or existing Ricoh MFD today contact
Ricoh on 1800 646 679 or visit ricoh.com.au. Your business could experience streamlined business
processes, paperless productivity and increased cost savings in no time.
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NSW Police adopt $800K
ReadSoft AP solution

BPM growth surge predicted

ReadSoft has won an $800,000 deal to automate processes at a
NSW Police shared services department that offers a wide range of
services including, HR, payroll, procurement and accounts payable.
Bill Smith from the NSW Department of Finance and Services
(DFS) confirmed the agreement initially covers the processing of
hundreds of thousands of invoices annually and integration with an
existing SAP-system. The ReadSoft accounts payable automation
solution will streamline efficiencies by automating the processing
of invoices from arrival to payment – including invoice capture,
matching, and automated workflow approval processes. The
accounts payable automation solution also incorporates advanced
reporting functions, giving immediate visibility into the accounts
payable processes.
“ReadSoft has once again proved to be the leading solution
provider for automating document driven processes in the shared
services government sector in Oceania,” says Jan Andersson,
President and CEO at ReadSoft.

Kodak unveils compact scanner

Kodak’s new compact desktop scanner. the ScanMate i920
scans colour documents at 15 pages per minute (ppm) and blackand-white documents at 20 ppm, and has both single-sided and
double-sided scanning modes. Kodak’s Smart Touch functionality,
automates the digitisation of documents to PDFs, JPEGs, TIFFs,
MS Word and other files, directly into email, web-mail, SharePoint,
network folders and other software.
Smart Touch also provides additional capabilities such as “key
search word” functions and automatic document separation as well
as integration into numerous third-party software applications for
greater sharing and collaboration.
The i920 Scanner’s image-enhancement features provide
greater image clarity and improved data extraction efficiencies,
also typically found in larger distributed scanners. Kodak’s Perfect
Page Technology offers white-level tracking, deskew, fixed rotation,
automatic cropping and border correction, and automatic colour
detection, in addition to Thresholding and Adaptive Threshold
Processing.
It handles a wide variety of card-size documents, including
identification cards, driver’s licenses, and embossed hard cards.
The bundled NEWSOFT PRESTO! BIZCARD software capture
and management of contact information from business cards. The
included TWAIN and ISIS drivers allow for easy incorporation
with third-party software.
The i920 comes with a three-year limited warranty and will RRP
for $549 ex. GST. For more information, contact ACA Pacific –
1300 761 199.

Spending on business process management (BPM) projects will
increase significantly in 2011, according to a global survey by
industry analyst Gartner. Overall, respondents were optimistic
about spending plans, with 54 percent planning a spending increase
of 5 percent or more and almost 20 percent planning an increase of
more than 10 percent during 2011.
“Many of these budget increases are driven by the fact that BPM
is focused on improving business outcomes and explicitly meets the
objectives of many organisations’ return-to-growth strategies,” said
Teresa Jones, principal research analyst at Gartner.
“However, there is a mismatch between what users think they will
achieve from BPM and what they actually achieve. Understanding
the real benefits and how to measure them will help organisations
create better business cases and get the expected business results.”
In Asia Pacific, respondents expected strong increases in BPM
spending, with 25 percent of respondents indicating that spending
growth was likely to exceed ten percent.
“Many countries in Asia Pacific are exhibiting strong economic
growth, which correlates well with increased IT spending
generally,” said Ms. Jones. “In addition, BPM technologies can be
used to create highly flexible business applications, which are often
needed to support rapidly growing businesses.”
According to Gartner, the market is changing as organisations
look at software as a service (SaaS) subscriptions to tools which can
offer a lower-cost starting point. In addition, BPM project funding
comes not from an IT budget but from the line of business budget
in 66 percent of cases, and because BPM is focused on business
outcomes, many business units are funding it more readily than
they are IT-specific projects.
Responses differed significantly worldwide regarding the average
initial investment in a BPM project within their organisations.
Overall, the most common initial investment was between
$US100,000 and $US200,000, which is low in comparison with
many BPM suite (BPMS) implementation projects.
Asia Pacific respondents tended to have even lower initial project
values, with nearly 35 percent spending between $US50,000
and $US100,000. These findings reflect the lower prices usually
charged by software vendors in Asia Pacific, as well as the lower cost
of external services.

Newcrest strikes SharePoint
gold with Organice
Australia’s Newcrest Mining, is underway with a project to
employ Cadac Organice and SharePoint to manage controlled
documents for asset management. The A$30 billion mining giant
was in need of a solution to manage controlled documents for Asset
Management. These documents include engineering drawings,
engineering standards, safe work instructions and corporate policy
documentation relating to the execution of effective and efficient
asset management processes. The solution selected had to align
with Newcrest’s Knowledge Management strategy, which includes
Microsoft SharePoint for ECM and Collaboration.
The Cadac Organice product suite is entirely based on SharePoint
and enhances SharePoint with functionality for engineering
document management and document control.
After a successful prototype, to ensure Cadac Organice aligned
with the business and functional requirements of Newcrest Mining,
a full roll out is planned.
This rollout includes Cadac Organice Explorer for engineering
document management, Cadac Organice Workbox for workflow
management, Cadac Organice Transmit for transmittal
management and Cadac Organice Publish for publishing and
converting documents.
The project will also include integration between SharePoint and
project information in SAP.
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Announcing new OmniPage18
The most powerful and accurate OCR software ever. Guaranteed.

Don’t convert those documents, transform them!
New! eDiscovery Assistant –
for searchable PDF’s without
data loss
• Retains valuable information like notes,
call-outs, bookmarks, text boxes, and
more.

Upgrade
now and
save!

New! Connectivity and
conversion in the Cloud
• Convert documents stored in Windows
LiveSkyDrive, GoogleDocs, Evernote,
Dropbox, and many more.

Improved application support

New! Mobile document capture

• Now supports the widest range of output
formats including PDF, Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, HTML, Corel WordPerfect
and many more.

• Capture text on an iPhone®, iPad® or a
digital camera, email it to Outlook, and
OmniPage will convert the image to
readable text ready for you to work with.

Superior OCR accuracy

More user-friendly than ever

• 67% increase in layout accuracy over
OmniPage 17.
• Improvement in half-tone
pre-processing for a 34% increase
in character accuracy.

• A brand new Start Page gives you clear
options to open, scan documents or to
open OmniPage Project Documents.

Perfect formatting
• Converted documents look just like
the original – complete with columns,
tables, bullets and graphics.

Recognition for 120 languages

Complete forms processing

Built-in automatic redaction
and highlight

• Process, edit and store documents from
virtually anywhere in the world.

• Convert paper forms to ﬁllable forms
and distribute electronically.

• Redact or blackout conﬁdential text or
quickly locate information to highlight.

 Faster  Easier  More Accurate  Fully compatible with cloud services and mobile devices

Special Launch Offer:
Upgrade to OmniPage Professional 18 for only

$99.00 – save $150.95

Offer applies to upgrades from OmniPage versions 15,16 &17, Professional, Standard and SE versions. Offer valid to 30 September 2011.

Omnipage®Professional 18 lets you convert paper, PDF files and forms at lightning speed into documents
you can edit on your PC or archive in a document repository. Amazing accuracy combined with batch
processing and comprehensive network features, make it the perfect choice for organisations of all kinds.

Enterprise Site Licensing and Volume
Licensing available for small, medium
and large organisations

Contact your Preferred Software Reseller for pricing and availability.
Or call Nuance on 1300 550 716 for a Reseller nearest you.
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NZ Chief Archivist warns of
need for disaster planning
Public offices should have plans to prepare for and
manage the effects of natural disasters on their
records and information, says NZ Chief Archivist Greg
Goulding in his latest report on the state of government
recordkeeping.
"Archives New Zealand is committed to assisting in the
rescue and recovery of public records in Canterbury,"
Mr Goulding said.
"The Canterbury earthquakes in 2010 and 2011 have
shown the impact that natural disasters can have
on New Zealand. Although natural disasters have
significant and visible effects, disasters can occur in
many forms. Information from Archives New Zealand's
annual government recordkeeping survey indicates that
many public offices are not as prepared as they should
be to manage the effects of disasters on their records
and information."
The NZ Chief Archivist's Report on the State
of Government Recordkeeping 2010 also makes
recommendations to ensure information is well managed
during times of changes within the public sector.
"In this world of constant change it is more important
than ever for public sector agencies to develop good
information management frameworks to ensure
continuity of government services and continued
accountability of government," Mr Goulding says.

Unstructured data costs hit
$US2.1 million per year: survey
A new report into the cost of compliance associated with storing
unstructured data identifies an average cost of $US2.1 million per
year. The Ponemon Institute conducted the research for networking
vendor Novell, to look at the storage, control and compliance
challenges that derive from the proliferation of unstructured data
such as documents, presentations and spreadsheets.
Using a benchmark analysis of approximately 100 organisations,
Ponemon Institute researchers found that compliance costs
are up to six-times higher for smaller-sized organisations. It also
notes that heavily regulated industries such as financial services,
pharmaceuticals, communications and healthcare are susceptible
to the highest compliance costs, averaging $US2.5 million annually.
The most expensive compliance costs associated with the
storage of unstructured information include: e-discovery, access
governance and internal auditing activities. Together, these
activities cost businesses over $US1.9 million annually.
The results of the study present a strong business case for file
management solutions that help customers efficiently manage
unstructured data based on today’s regulated business environment.
“Early evidence suggests that companies deploying enabling
technologies that reduce the complexity of file or volume
management can decrease the overall compliance cost associated
with the storage of unstructured information,” said Larry Ponemon,
Chairman and Founder of the Ponemon Institute.

Portsmouth sets ECM Objective

The University of Portsmouth (UoP) in the UK has selected
Objective’s content, collaboration and process management
solution to enhance the way that the organisation manages its
documentation, which will strengthen the commitment to its
programme of innovative teaching that is informed by significant
research. With over 21,000 students and 3,000 staff (academics
and administrative staff) a vast amount of information is created

As public offices increase the delivery of online
services there are opportunities to ensure that
information management is integrated into system
design. Ensuring systems can create and maintain
reliable business information and records supports
efficient business practice and helps enable the delivery
of better, smarter public services.
The report is available on Archives New Zealand's
website
http://archives.govt.nz/chief-archivistsannual-report-state-government-recordkeeping-2010

on a daily basis. The sheer task of managing this information in a
coherent way, let alone using it effectively, was proving particularly
challenging to the university.
The initial implementation will be trialled within four main
departments, including the Faculty of Technology, the Academic
Registry, Estates and the Programme Office for Information
Services; with the objective of creating a centralised repository of
information that is readily accessible to all relevant staff, enabling
the streamlining of administrative processes.
Sally Hartley, University Secretary and Clerk to the Board of
Governors, University of Portsmouth commented: “By providing
all our staff with a single, centralised repository, we should be able
to share information far more effectively, both within individual
departments and across the entire university. This should enable
us to respond more quickly to enquiries and will support more
effective decision making.”

Social media sent to the Vault

A tool to enable social media to be archived to Symantec’s Enterprise
Vault has been unveiled by Hanzo Archives.
“Social media is changing how organisations communicate and
IT and legal organisations need to minimise ediscovery risks by
archiving this data in a streamlined approach that combines social
media data with other unstructured data across the enterprise,” says
Niels Van Ingen from Symantec.
A native format web archive collects and enables playback of all
formats of pages, embedded media, forms, interactive navigation,
and hyperlinks; technologies that are pervasive in modern web
content and social media.
This is combined with strong forensic information and
comprehensive metadata to fully recreate the user experience of
web content and social media. Hanzo enterprise web archiving and
social media archiving capture the full diversity of modern websites
and social media, including rich media, Flash content, hyperlinks,
videos, dynamic content, blogs, SharePoint, wikis, commentary,
customer forums, content behind logins, form posts, Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.
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WorkSafe read the RM riot act

A

report by the Victorian ombudsman has delivered
scathing criticism of the records and information
management practices of WorkSafe Victoria and the six
major insurance companies it authorises to manage workplace
claims – Allianz, CGU, Gallagher Bassett, GIO, QBE, and
Xchanging.

Outdated information technology systems, inadequate
file maintenance and inadequate understanding of statutory
obligations were highlighted as the reasons for the substandard
recordkeeping. The Ombudsman found that poor record keeping
at the insurance companies caused delays in payments, breaches
of privacy and resulted in manipulation of the WorkSafe incentive
scheme for agents.
Ombudsman George Brouwer told the Victorian government
that the number of complaints about WorkSafe and its agents has
increased over the past three years by 27 per cent, and the trend
appears to be continuing this year.
It found that staff at CGU had been involved in a practice that
artificially distorted the WorkSafe incentive scheme for agents.
WorkSafe has since fined CGU $A2.8 million, and CGU has
agreed to make restitution for $A2.5 million.
Mismanagement of workers’ files has led to medical reports and
other information being sent to third parties in error, and the report
showed evidence of files kept in a state of disrepair.

The management of these files is
unacceptable and creates a risk of
documents being lost, destroyed or
allocated to the wrong file
“With the exception of QBE and GIO, the physical files inspected:
• were in poor order, not folioed and contained loose documents
• contained incorrectly filed documents, unrelated to the claim
or the claimant contained a lack of contemporaneous notes of
conversations and meetings
• were poorly secured with documents and files housed at officers’
work stations and not secured overnight.
“The management of these files is unacceptable and creates a risk
of documents being lost, destroyed or allocated to the wrong file.
The private and often very personal information of injured workers
being kept in such a state is of concern.”
The report found much to blame in the IT infrastructure.
“The WorkSafe scheme is administered using inadequate
information technology (IT) systems. One of the two IT systems
that underpin the entire WorkSafe scheme is a 25 year old DOS
system called ACCtion. Developed in 1985, the ACCtion system
is outdated and has limited capabilities. Managers from all
agents considered that ACCtion is inadequate, calling it ‘archaic’,
‘insufficient’, ‘dated’, ‘antiquated’ and ‘inefficient’. All agency staff
interviewed nominated upgraded IT systems as their highest
priority. “
The Ombudsman’s report criticised the insurance companies for
their lack of awareness of requirements under the Public Records
Act, as well as their storage of physical files.
On numerous visits to the insurance companies it found
examples as follows: “Files inspected by my officers were in a state of
disorder. Files had loose documents, torn covers and were overfull.
Files at Allianz were stored on shelving which were not capable of
being locked. CGU’s files were stored in lockable cabinets. However
there were files stored on top of these cabinets and my officers were
advised that these cabinets are not generally locked at night. Files
inspected by my officers were in a state of disorder. “
However the Ombudsman found QBE was a shining light.

Examples of suboptimal file storage identified by Worksafe
inspectors at Victorian insurers

“QBE has implemented an electronic file system and as such does
not have physical files. All physical documents relating to a file are
scanned into the electronic system by an external contractor and
then stored off-site. In place of a physical file QBE maintains the
correspondence related to files on an electronic IT system called
Automated Workflow Distributor.
“With the exception of QBE, none of the agents scan or record
incoming or outgoing mail. Therefore the physical file houses the
only record of correspondence that relates to the claim and used
by the agent to manage the claim. Such correspondence includes
medical reports and certificates relating to the injured worker; legal
documents concerning legal proceedings; surveillance reports
undertaken for the agents monitoring the activities of injured
workers; and relevant referrals for treatment.”
The Ombudsman’s report also found much to criticise in the
email management and filesharing protocols at the insurance
companies. The report reads like a basic textbook for modern
enterprise content management.
“The personal email accounts of case managers often record
and store email communication with employers, injured workers,
service providers and WorkSafe. Although my investigators were
advised that emails relating to a case are meant to be copied and
recorded on the Novus system or the physical file, my investigators
found few emails on either Novus or the physical files examined at
any of the agents.
[WorkSafe responded: Agents have always operated with their own
e-mail systems and a technical solution may not be possible in the short
term. Where a worker e-mails information directly to a claims officer the
work practice is that a hard-copy of the email should be then placed on the
physical file or an e-copy of Novus]
“Complaints from injured workers, employers or service
providers were rarely recorded on the claim file, if at all, and were
kept on a separate system at many of the agents. Allianz, Xchanging
and CGU advised that written complaints were kept on file after
they were actioned. During file inspections, my officers found this
was not the case at these agents.
“Records and the details of privacy breaches are also kept
separately from the injured worker’s claim file.
“Claim-related letters for which no templates exist are created
by case workers and are stored on shared hard drives on the agent’s
computer network under the case manager’s name, not the injured
worker’s name.
“Accounts and invoices, whether paid or otherwise, are not
usually retained on the physical claim file once they are actioned by
the accounts team. They are kept in a separate storage area.
“My investigators found that it was difficult to review individual
case/claim management given the difficult information systems
that needed to be searched. A manager from Gallagher Bassett said:
‘The difficulty with the whole administration is that the information
can be in many places with regards to the file.’”
[Worksafe responded: While managing millions of documents and
around 56,000 active claims each year is never easy in a system like ours,
WorkSafe recognises there is room for improvement.]
A full copy of the Ombudsman’s report is available at www.
ombudsman.vic.gov.au.
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ECM wins for TechnologyOne

Five new organisations have signed up for TechnologyOne’s
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solution as part of
enterprise software deals worth more than $1.2M. Victorian
Councils City of Casey and Hepburn, as well as Mercy Health
Care Central Queensland, Arts South Australia and the National
Research Institute of Papua New Guinea (NRI PNG) have all
signed up for the document management software.
TechnologyOne General Manager ECM Geoff Moore said the
sales were secured as a result of ECM’s ability to integrate easily
with other TechnologyOne systems to help customers comply with
legislation.
“A reliable and easy to use ECM solution is becoming a more
important part of organisations’ technology suites, particularly in
government organisations, where it is mandatory for employees
to comply with legislative record-keeping and information
management responsibilities,” Mr Moore said.
The integration between TechnologyOne’s Property & Rating
system and ECM software was a key differentiator in the City of
Casey sale and will assist the Council with governance and records
compliance and improve the Development Application process.
The purchase of TechnologyOne ECM completes a grants
management solution for Arts South Australia, while Mercy Health
Care Central Queensland and Hepburn Council will implement
the board and meeting management solution, and NRI PNG
will adopt the full core ECM suite for document and records
management.
“ECM is a logical business process for many organisations
as it eliminates the need for multiple stand-alone systems and
repositories and allows for easy document retrieval,” Mr Moore
said. “The software’s seamless integration with other core
applications improves productivity, increases efficiency, enhances
business processes and it’s easy to use and manage – a key factor in
increasing the take-up rate of users.”

Cloud docs get OCR smarts

Nuance has added a new twist to cloud document storage with the
launch of Paperport Anywhere, a service that automatically OCRs
faxes and documents scanned or photographed on a Smartphone.
The system works via a browser of dedicated apps for Apple
and Google mobile devices. Nuance’s OmniPage OCR (optical
character recognition) engine automatically creates searchable
documents from scanned and camera-captured documents, as well
as faxes, making paper content as easy to search and find as digital
documents.
“There is a reason that recent surveys show over 51% of people
still use paper files – it is in large part because current cloud services
treat paper content as an afterthought,” said Robert Weideman, vice
president and general manager for the Nuance Document Imaging
Division. “PaperPort Anywhere goes further than other services
by closing the content gap between paper and digital documents
– making it easy to scan to the cloud, improving the way users

manage both their scanned and digital documents, and by making
cloud access easy and convenient.”
PaperPort Anywhere also integrates with the new release of
Nuance PaperPort 14 for Windows, the scanning and document
management application for the PC. PaperPort 14 provides
automatic synchronisation of Windows folders and files with
PaperPort Anywhere. It also adds conversion of scanned and PDF
documents into fully formatted word and spreadsheet files that can
be edited on Windows, the Macintosh and through cloud services
such as Google Docs and Microsoft Office 365.
PaperPort 14 provides the ability to create PDF from practically
any application, and includes PDF-MRC, which creates scanned
files that are up to eight times smaller than scanned PDF files
without compression.
PaperPort 14 expands on its One-Click scanning by adding new
Scan & Open and automatic file naming and folder placement
capabilities. PaperPort Scan Enhancement Tools have been
expanded to automatically remove black borders and three-hole
punch artifacts, and implements new auto-crop and auto despeckling capabilities. The product also increases OCR accuracy
by up to 34%.
PaperPort 14 is $US99 and PaperPort Professional 14 is $US199
for individual user. PaperPort Anywhere includes free apps for
Apple iPhone, iPad and Google Android devices, and is free for up
to one gigabyte of searchable storage space. PaperPort Anywhere
subscription plans include $US9.99 per month for 10 gigabytes and
$US24.99 per month for 50 gigabytes of storage space. It provides
thumbnail and clip views of paper and digital documents and is
accessible through at www.PaperPort.com.

Kodak adds high volume scanner

Kodak has announced the Model i5800 Scanner, a production
scanner for service bureaus and medium to large businesses with
high-volume document workflows including digital mail rooms,
census projects, insurance claims and invoice processing.
KODAK Dynamic Flow Technology, a primary component
of the i5800 Scanner, helps businesses eliminate the need for
additional image processing with built-in features that boost image
accuracy and reduce overall total processing time to drive down
operating costs.
At up to 210 pages per minute (ppm), KODAK Dynamic
Flow Technology activates a digital architecture, logic and
programmability, all of which work to optimize memory allocation,
streamline processing paths and customize capabilities.
Kodak’s Perfect Page Image Processing technology automatically
enhances image quality, corrects streaks and adjusts colour,
brightness, contrast, background preference and orientation.
This built-in feature helps more accurately convert paper-based
documents into process-ready information.
A height-adjustable transport provides users with a more
ergonomic setup at the ideal scanning position. Programmable
function keys deliver a simplified user experience.
Contact Kodak Australasia (03) 84178132
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Who is the most important
person in your organisation?
Leigh Jasper, CEO and co-founder of Aconex, asks us to evaluate who
has the most influence over whether information management efforts
are likely to succeed or fail
You may think the most important person in your organisation is
the CEO or CFO. Or maybe you’ve read about the coming data
deluge, and you think the most important person is now your CIO.
While these powerful individuals certainly have the most
influence over where your organisation puts its efforts, the people
most likely to determine whether those efforts succeed or fail may
be the “information managers” that sit within various corporate
departments. Why? Because without effective information
managers, no one — not the CEO, CFO, CIO, CTO or anyone
else in your organisation — will be able to achieve their objectives.
An information manager’s task used to be relatively simple:
maintain the latest version of a document, and distribute it to a
published list of recipients.
In recent years, however, the job has evolved to focus more
on regulating the flow of information within and among offices,
which is far more complex and technical, and requires a deep
understanding of industry-specific project lifecycles, advanced
flow-charting skills, document submission and delivery methods,
and compliance requirements, including standards such as the
ISO15489 guidelines on records management.
The significance of information managers to an organisation
goes much deeper, however. In overseeing the management of
information throughout its full lifecycle — acquisition, retention,
archiving, and disposal — each information manager works
directly with, and has a significant impact on, every other key
department and its project and information managers, including
finance, human resources, legal, compliance, research, production,
supply chain, sales and marketing, outside partners and IT.
The rate at which work can be done is limited by the rate at
which information is made available to those who need it. Thus,
information managers not only affect how accurately and securely
information is transmitted, but how efficiently as well. Not one
of these groups has a ghost of a chance of fulfilling its mission
efficiently if they don’t have immediate access to the latest and most
accurate information.
If you still aren’t convinced that information management is
complicated, don’t forget the “data deluge.” Research firm IDC
(IDC Digital Universe Study, May 2010) has predicted that corporate
data volume, which grew by about 50 percent in 2009, will grow by
a factor of 44 over the next 10 years.
Most people think that the significance of this growth is around
storage capacity, processing power, and search algorithms that will
turn raw, unstructured data into “useful” information, but once
these problems are solved — and they are being solved today — we
must still provide some new way for individuals and groups to use
and share this avalanche of useful information.
Keep in mind that we’re not thinking just about people in one
organisation sitting at their desks and in conference rooms. Remote
and mobile workers must be able to turn on the information tap at
will, and information absolutely must find a way to flow in a secure
and controlled way beyond the organisation’s firewall.
More and more companies are integrating partners from
all over the world into both automated and non-automated
workflows. Manufacturing and retail supply chains and large-scale
construction project subcontracting are the most obvious examples,
but the need for multiple companies to share information efficiently

and securely to achieve business goals cuts across all industries,
especially financial services, health care, and telecommunications.
How can your information managers ensure that the latest and
most accurate information is available to the right people — and
only the right people — 24 hours a day no matter
where they happen to be or what organisation
they belong to? Here are some steps to take:
Work with your information manager
to define what “information-centric”
means for your organisation.
In calling for a more strategic
approach to managing information,
a Gartner press release (“Gartner
Highlights Four Innovation Forces in
Information Infrastructure” December 14,
2010) recognised the changing role of
information in an organisation’s workflow
and discussed the information-centric
organisation: “CIOs and information
management leaders must …
take a new approach by
focusing on the value
of information itself,
rather than the value of
information systems.
This will require
Leigh Jasper is the CEO and co-founder of Aconex, the world’s
strategies
and
largest provider of online collaboration solutions to the
techniques for assessing
construction and engineering industries.
the value and risk of
information assets.”
Elevate the profiles of your information managers.
Because of its technical nature, information management
hasn’t been seen as sexy, but in the “information-centric”
organisation, information managers must have the ability to effect
change throughout the company and coordinate activities with
counterparts in other departments and at other organisations. It’s
time for them to have a seat at the table.
Adopt a solution to facilitate document sharing across multiple
organisations.
Recent research I conducted across thousands of construction
and engineering firms has shown that companies using an online
information management platform to standardise review processes
across projects were able to reduce approval times by 28 percent
(source); and those using similar tools and best practice processes
reduced response times to queries from subcontractors by an
average of 43 percent, and by 67 percent for the best performers
(source).
In a world where your success depends on a myriad of internal
and external stakeholders having immediate access to the latest
information, it’s time to recognise the crucial role information
managers play in keeping that information flowing.
By giving them the knowledge and power to help shape your
“information-centric” organisation, you can provide every
individual in every position in every organisation with the
information they need to be successful, thus increasing ROI across
the entire value chain.
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It has never been easier for people to connect. In today’s online world public
servants, elected officials and citizens can be constantly connected.
Transforming this connection into collaboration unleashes real benefits.
Objective empowers public sector collaboration with proven content,
collaboration and process management solutions.
If you want better public sector outcomes at a lower cost to the community
— we have a common objective. www.objective.com.
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IS ANYBODY LISTENING
TO
RECORDS MANAGERS?

Are you worried that the message about information and records
management is not getting through to your colleagues? Do you spend
your time devising strategies to encourage use of the corporate EDRMS
but find its falling on deaf ears? Is email management or the lack of it
causing sleepless nights?
If you answered yes to any of the above, then relax, you’re not alone.
An IDM survey of Australian and New Zealand records and
information managers has found some common concerns at the
top of everybody’s list .
While there are many difficult technical challenges to be
overcome in implementing an electronic document and records
management system (EDRMS), the survey found Australian and
New Zealand organisations finds the major perceived challenge
comes from end users resistant to change.
Submissions were received from a wide range of over 250 public
and private sector organisations, with many at differing stages of the
path to digital records management.

One of Australia largest independent oil and gas companies is
in transition to digital records management with SharePoint and
the InfoVision EDRMS. Staff are still printing documents to be
retained as records.
“I think the awareness is on the way up. Although Records
Awareness Training is mandatory, I suspect that it is seen as a
hindrance,” notes the company records manager.
The records manager at one of Australia’s major infrastructure
providers for utilities, construction and mining, listed on the stock
Exchange with over 1000 staff and $400M annual turnover, is
using an email archive for Outlook and has introduced a SharePoint
document management system for controlled documents.

Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au
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“But records management for other types of documents is very
much still hard copy”.
One government records manager commented “The nitty-gritty
of RM is only important when it affects senior management's ability
to find data or documents instantly. Compliance only gets attention
when it comes to a tick on the CEO's performance agreement.
For this small state agency, without the funding for an EDRMS
rollout, the responsibility rests with the users to follow the agency’s
file plan on a shared drive.
Describe your organisation's records
management strategy.

7%

14%

22%
43%

6%

spreadsheets and emails are saved, “The reality is that the product
still has holes that other users have learnt and teach to the new
starters straight after our induction,” said an IT Officer.
“Even with every good intention and policy in place, the reality
is that it is still a pipe dream. No matter how many times you stress
that email is not a database or document management system, the
reality is that to the end user their mailbox is their data store. Invest
in a good email archiver and budget for lots of disk storage. The
concepts are understood within the Records Management and IT
sections but getting the message out to the rest of the organisation
is the real challenge.”
Colin Thornton is Senior Analyst in the Enterprise Content
Management team at Powercor, the utility responsible for delivering
electricity to homes and businesses in Melbourne and through
central and western Victoria.
The team looks after the systems such as SharePoint (which serves
the Corporate Intranet, collaboration Team sites and a Contractor
Extranet); OpenText LiveLink for records management and a
large-scale drawings management system (Bentley Projectwise).
The team also provides application support for the web content
management system of the externally hosted corporate Internet
site, serving over 1.2 million Powercor, CitiPower and Wellington
Electricity customers.

Why is records management important
to your organisation?
Makes information easier to ﬁnd

8%

Ensures compliance with relevant regulations

Enables more responsive customer service

Keep everything, disk storage is cheap
Encourage use of the corporate EDRMS and
discourage use of network drives or email folders
Automate the creation of metadata to manage
document retention and disposal

Prepares us to respond to legal requests (ediscovery)

Helps us deal with FOI requests

Other

Powercor is well established with an ECM platform, intranet and
collaboration. But general staff are still printing documents to be
retained as records.
In transition to digital records management
“At this point the records management policy only allows
Other
physical records. We have growing momentum in the business to
start considering electronic records, but at this stage the business
“Most users have their digital records fairly well organised on their hasn’t included the requirement to include electronic records in the
own computers. Backing up is an ongoing issue. Most users follow policy,” said Thornton.
the agency's file plan. However, few users pay heed to preservation
“There are a number of information types, such as technical
requirements.
standards that we deliver to external contractors, that are not
“Consequently we have had two recent cases of lost email and considered records. As physical record management begins to
other data due to HDD failure and no backup.”
expand, more and more people in the business are starting to
Another records manager notes, “Currently, the policy is print & question what we consider records.”
file. Not everyone adheres to that policy. E-documents are stored
Printing records also extends to email, which is managed in
in business systems which don't have retention/disposal applied. Microsoft Exchange and Symantec Enterprise Vault. All email is
We're in transition to an EDRMS, but it's been moved down the list archived permanently to tape, so everything is there to be found if
of competing priorities.
an issue arises in the future, it’s just the discoverability that could be
“Most users consider it to be an "after the project" task. By the a concern.
time the project's finished, the momentum's gone and it's easier just
“The push from IT is to begin to put more and more current
to chuck it all in a box & send it off site. Bunging information into a working documents into SharePoint. Once they’re in there they’re
spreadsheet is seen as easier than using the existing hardcopy RM quite easily searchable, so it accomplishes our goal of making
system.”
information easier to find,” said Thornton.
Narelle Haken, Records Officer at the Compensation Authorities
“For many of our organisations here and in Asia physical records
Staff Division (CASD) of WorkCover NSW, said, “A RM Strategy management is as important as electronic,” said Graham Pullen,
is required to be pushed and backed from the top (management) to Vice President Asia Pacific at OpenText.
enforce/enable a strategy that is seen as part of the way we work and
“Being able to find the physical record is just as crucial as
not enable silo workarounds.”
discovering it in the electronic repository.
At a large council running OpenText eDocs as their EDMS,
“The number of organisations in transition to digital records
despite attempts to put controls in place around where documents, management shows people seem to be understanding it’s a logical
(Continued over)
Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au
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How does your organisation manage email retention.

1%

11%

6%

29%

26%

27%

In the email application only
In the email application and in an email
archive
In the email application and in an
EDRMS
In the email application, email archive
and EDRMS.
Print and archive on paper
Not Sure

“The issues are too big and complex, and the business drivers
not compelling enough for most organisations to pay more than
lip service to email RM (as opposed to ‘email handling and using’,
which most organisations are pretty good at!).
“In any case, the whole phenomenon of ‘email’ probably has a
shorter lifespan than we can imagine. 20 years ago it was unknown,
and in another 20 it will probably be forgotten. Already we are
starting to see a decline in email use as social media takes a bigger
share of communication – which is bringing a whole new set of
headaches to RM.
“In any business, there are always a lack of time and money to do
everything that ‘must’ be done, and different business processes
(including RM) compete for available resources. Business spends
money and effort where the perceived value is the greatest.
“The fact that most organisations are so lacking in RM, is
purely due to the fact that the perceived value is much less than for
‘competing’ business processes. That’s a fact of business life! If RM
wants to compete on an equal footing, it can only elevate its stature
by providing more perceived business value.
“The big stick of ‘regulatory compliance’ is one way of scaring
executives into giving RM higher stature, but in the long run, only
real business value will be sustainable; and RM can achieve that
by focussing on delivering decision critical information where it is
needed, when it is needed, in the format it is needed, and without
any surplus noise. Do that effectively, and you’ll get business
executives’ attention.”

Staff challenge

A records manager at a major commercial law firm with offices
throughout Australia and more than 325 staff, noted, “As we
progress in the electronic age, encouraging the maintenance of full
electronic files becomes more of a challenge as well as helping staff
understand the importance and relevance of it.”
“With a growing library of information stored off site it is crucial
to be able to locate the right documentation quickly either for
external or internal requirements.
“We are encourage use of the corporate EDRMS (Interwoven
TeamSite) and discouraging use of network drives or email folders.
We have a major challenge to scan our paper archives.
“As a law firm our strategy for maintaining full electronic files is
well implemented, but old habits die hard and forming new habits to
keep a full electronic file are slow to build. For our business services
units there is a less well defined path and more work is required.”
“Moving email to our EDRMS is a bit haphazard and not well
managed, and In some cases records management seems to be
viewed as a "necessary evil"
The sentiment was echoed by a records manager at a major
Australian bank, which is currently in transition to digital records
management with OpenText ECM, although staff are still printing

journey, its accepted now that organisations need the governance
and controls around their corporate information, which is a huge
move forward from even five years ago.
“Most organisations neither want to destroy everything or keep
everything any longer than they have to.
“It is a very important part to make it transparent to the users
as modern RM systems do. It is important to discourage the use
of personal drives. The ability to automatically populate forms is
taking away a lot of the concerns of the end user.”
Email is clearly regarded as the major records management
challenge. Organisations are adopting different strategies to manage
retention in their email application, dedicated email archives and
EDRMS systems.
“Email is a big issue,” noted one federal government CIO.
“An Exchange database is not an official RM platform,
so staff should be putting emails into TRIM but a lot of What is the biggest challenge for records management today?
times that does not happen.
Uninterested end users
“This can cause problems if people leave and you
need to find out about the basis of decisions they made
Email
in the past. It’s not ideal to be looking through Outlook
folders for people that are long gone to try to find out Senor management buy-in
what was said by whom.”
“People need to figure out what are the important
Mobile devices
emails relating to business decisions and filing them
appropriately in TRIM. We can make the interfaces as
Other (describe below)
easy as possible but they still have the responsibility to
Network ﬁleshares
work it out.”
Abie Spies, founder and Managing Director of
Engineering Informatics, a product-independent Scanning paper archives
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) consulting
company, said, “I don’t know of any organisation that FaceBook & Twitter, etc.
truly have rock-solid email records management, and I
Text messaging
don’t think it will change.
Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au
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Growth challenge
at Australian Super
Email management is the biggest hurdle facing Ian
Gibbs, Records Manager at Australian Super, the
largest industry superannuation fund in Australia.
Australian Super looks after the super of one in ten
working Australians – with approximately 1.8 million
members and $A42 billion in super savings. There are
also over 160,000 Australian businesses that manage
their super obligations with Australian Super.
Like most industry funds, Australian Super
outsources the administration of the Fund and also the
custody of its investment assets. It came about through
a merger of the Australian Retirement Fund and the
Superannuation Trust of Australia in 1996. With the
merger with Westscheme on 1 July 2011, staff numbers
have grown to 180 people.
“With the large growth experienced to date and
projected growth in the future, management have
recognised a need to better manage information going
forward. I have been specifically employed to address
this challenge,” said Gibbs, who started at Australian
Super in April of this year after returning from the UK..
“We have moved to a more consistent management
of both paper and electronic records in a variety of
different storage locations across multiple systems
(both network and local) including directories, Desktop
and Outlook, that had a fragmented Directory structure
and inconsistent naming conventions.
A new shared drive is based on functions rather
than departments as it was previously. This drive is
replicated in other offices in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide
and Perth.
“Its not the most ideal situation but it is a start. We
still have the standard shared drive issues of emailing
attachments and not being able to simultaneously
access the same document from multiple locations, but
it is improving. I have not used a shared drive since 1997
to manage records.
“Management and staff are very keen to go forward
and are really supportive. They recognise the issues
they have been having and are working hard to improve
things. They don’t want to just do electronic records,
they want to collaborate more, and I anticipate the
business will move towards adopting ECM in the future.
“We have introduced file naming conventions, version
control, the adding of metadata. All these measures,
simple as they maybe, are the first steps towards better
records and information management.
“We are currently transferring records from the old to
the new drive and staff have been very good at deciding
what they actually need rather than move everything.
Everyone is positive about where we are heading with
this.”
The email challenge lies in the need for staff to have
mobile access.
“We have staff out talking to members and employers
across Australia and infrequently visit their State office,
they experience connection problems so they save
documents to Outlook. Once we have fully transitioned
to the new drive then we look at email and the issues
associated with that,” said Gibbs.

What is the size of your organisation?

14%
26%
18%

19%

23%

1 to 49 IT System users
50 to 249 IT System users
250 to 499 IT System users
More than 499 IT System users
More than 2499 IT System users

documents to be retained as records.
“Uninterested end users are a big challenge,” she said.
A records manager at a Victorian local council with more than
500 users said, “Emails form a large part of business decisions and
need to be appropriately captured.
“We are progressively encouraging staff to use ‘drag n drop’
function to move emails to a network drive. Gradually we are
reducing archive (pst) files as these can be poorly managed and
can hold a large portion of corporate data.”
“We are proactively working with business units in developing
SharePoint sites. In the future it is hoped to purchase RecordPoint
which therefore makes the system VERS compliant & for small
business is an ideal, cheaper alternative than purchasing &
implementing large ECM systems. “
Forrester Research has named RecordPoint as one of six
technology partners that Microsoft perceives to be important in
supplementing the enterprise records management capabilities
within SharePoint 2010. RecordPoint was highlighted by Forrester
in particular as providing support for Australian, New Zealand
and European regulatory requirements.
“However like any organisation it is more than just new systems
it is a matter of educating staff and getting the ‘buy in’ option in
order for the business to move forward,” said this council records
manager.
Council staff are still printing documents to be retained as
records and an email archive is used.
“Records management assists staff with FOI/RFI requests, helps
to make formation discovery easier & more reliable, significantly
assists with customer service enquiries and more importantly
ensures that the organisation is compliant with relevant legislative
requirements & regulations.
“The strategy being implemented I believe is working well across
the organisation. It is more of an education process in reminding
staff of their responsibilities and obligations when handling or

Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au
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creating electronic data. I think staff understand them well it is just
getting them to implement or abide by policies which is sometimes
frustrating.”
Robert Fraser of industry consultants Trinogy Systems,
said, “email continues to be the ‘problem looking for a solution’
in document management terms. I get the sense that records
departments and end-user have still not connected in terms of
purpose of meeting corporate and regulatory obligations – records
folk still lean to records based products which end-users find
difficult and cumbersome
“End-users obviously still don’t understand why they need to
use an EDRMS – much more needs to be done here by vendors,
associations, media, government – as information awareness
increases due to Web 2.0, etc. the general person will be demanding
easier access to ‘documents’ and corporate information.
“In my view, organisations that have managed to make the
EDRMS their Windows filing system, i.e. deny access to local
and network drives and enforce storing/retrieval of all corporate
‘documents (emails, word, etc) are the ones that have the best
chance of success in meeting records sentencing/disposal,
document retrieval and best-practice for managing the explosion of
documents – but these can be counted on one hand.”

Strong, effective and rapid relief

from the painful symptoms of non-compliance.

A difficult combination

Mergers and growth by acquisition can often present challenges
to settling on a singular EDRMS strategy. The WA Department
of Environment and Conservation faces a difficult task merging
the divergent backgrounds of two separate departments, one that
was using TRIM for managing paper archives while the other
had started on the road to electronic document and records
management with Objective.
“We have Outlook archiving but we are pushing people to save
directly into Objective from inside their email, said Bronwyn
Cropley, a Project Officer in Corporate Information Services.
“People are really aware that they are working in a group and the
group needs to see what they are working on.
“People are very good at recordkeeping on their shared drive
within their internal department or office, we need to convince
them they can do as good a job inside Objective.
Currently we only have a 50% takeup of EDM in areas that use
Objective. Other people will avoid it or just use the shared drive.”
Sean Guillemot, Partner Manager (ANZ) for Perceptive
Software said, “The uptake of Records Management in corporate
Australia is generally not as advanced as in the U.S., which is driven
by increased e-Discovery needs and stronger governance, such as
the FRCP (Federal Rules of Civil Procedure).
“Many ECM companies have traditionally imposed their will on
their customers, forcing them to adopt yet another User Interface
and endure heavy Integration requirements. The ECM game is
changing and becoming more versatile. Providing content services
within the context of the customers’ applications is what it’s all
about.”
Clive Gold, Marketing CTO for EMC Corporation Australia
and New Zealand, was surprised to see that most organisations
responding to the IDM survey still identify the big problem is still
finding information.
“It does seem like a bit of a catch-22, as the users don’t want to be
involved in classifying information which would help them find it
later.
“It is also a worry that so many organisations still believe that
printing is the way to manage electronic data. A recent IDC study
suggests that if all the digital data created this year was put onto
iPads, there would be enough devices to build the Great Wall of
China twice.
“It is interesting that respondents are most worried about email, in
a time where the world is moving to more instant and collaborative
‘social media’ mechanisms and these did not seem to show up in
this survey,” said Gold.

RecordPoint is a 3rd generation, rules based
records management solution built exclusively
on the Microsoft SharePoint™ platform and is
speciﬁcally designed to cater for the record
keeping challenges of an increasingly electronic
world.
Extremely cost effective, RecordPoint is easy to
use and will enable your organisation to meet its
evolving records management needs.
ISO15489 compliant and fully VERS certiﬁed
Implementation of retention and disposal
requirements
Rule based records classiﬁcation reduces records
management complexity
High user adoption, increased productivity and
decreased end user workload
100% Microsoft SharePoint™ based

recordpoint
records management made easy

www.recordpoint.com.au
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The road to Recoveries Corp.
T

he headache of user adoption is not a concern for Jeff
Sussman, Chief Technology Officer with Recoveries
Corp .
“There is minimal intervention by our staff as the
business rules are pretty clearly built into the workflow,
so no there’s no discretion at a user level.”
Recoveries Corp is a debt recovery and receivables
management organisation with more than 300 staff in
Australia.
“Our document management and records management
is driven on two levels. The one is productivity and the
other is compliance with legislative requirements and
the contractual requirements with our client base,” said
Sussman.
“We have a range of clients in industries such as
insurance, government departments, banking and
finance, utilities and retail. We provide our clients with
innovative and tailored end to end solutions in debt
collection and insurance recoveries”.
“Compliance for us means we must be able to retrieve
and verify and prove multiple levels of communication
from emails to documents, even to the level of SMS
contact. With multi-thousands of connections a day
we have to have a way of actually recording them and
indexing them so they can be retrieved.
“We can't rely on manual metadata classification to
store and retrieve these documents, so a lot of the
metadata is automated.”
There is potential for legal action to ensue from each
interaction Recoveries Corp has with its subjects, so
preparation for ediscovery sits high on Sussman’s RM
agenda. Most outward correspondence is generated
from standard template letters, and where permitted,
the printing and delivery outsourced to an outbound
contractor. PDF copies of each letter are returned
for archiving in Recoveries Corp’s Redmap document
management system
A naming convention for the PDFs is used to script the
extraction of the metadata, to provide data such as the
debt code, account number, date and type of letter. This
is also able to generate a workflow code to determine
what the next step is on a specific process.
Where correspondence or other documents need to
be scanned, the metadata is captured by means of a
barcode on the document or a cover sheet separating a
group
of documents.
000761 - 190mm x 60mm Advert - v1.pdf 1 03/08/2011 10:27:50
“When a call comes into the call centre we need to have
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“It's all to do with compliance, so that we can prove that we've
done certain things at certain times and with certain content,” Jeff Sussman, Rec overies Corp. CTO.

access to all correspondence at the tips of our fingers via
Redmap. It's very responsive in that way,” said Sussman.
“Outgoing emails are journalled into the document
management system so our staff can quickly see all the
emails that have been sent to a specific person.”
For incoming emails from clients, there's an automated
process that analyses the email header to determine
where that email should go. This is able to automate the
indexing of 95% of incoming email and those that remain
are placed into a manual folder for later indexing and
storing.
Email is currently handled by Exchange although
Sussman is exploring the potential for Google and
Postini to deliver document security and retention.
Recoveries Corp also archives recordings of telephone
conversations which are indexed and stored.
A major challenge for Sussman is addressing the
needs of a mobile workforce and satisfying the “iPad
fever” that has already hit at executive level.
‘We're just at the early stages of looking at mobile
devices and it's more the mobility of the workforce
that we're looking to address, so if there's somebody
who wants to work from home the ability to allow them
to do all of the work in a secure way, and to make sure
compliance is addressed.

OBLITERATE WASTE!
www.redmap.com

CMY
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Document Automation Experts

+61 1300 378 836 (Australia) | +44 203 355 1237 (UK)
+1 (213) 291 0523 (USA) | +63 2 817 4901 (Philippines)
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Northern Health’s winning ways
Victoria’s Northern Health won the large agency category at the Sir
Rupert Hamer Records Management Awards 2011 for a semi-electronic
scanned medical record system.
With five sites under management, including the 412-bed
Northern Hospital, medical records storage had become an issue.
So in 2008 a solution was implemented to scan all medical record
documentation as completed by doctors and other clinicians.
All medical record documentation is scanned in the Australiandeveloped Infomedix medical records solution. Infomedix boasts it
has more live customers implementing a scanned medical record
than any other vendor in Australia.
The solution is known as the Clinical Patient Folder (CPF)
through which all of the scanned forms can be viewed by hospital
staff in association with the patient record.
Prior to the new scanning solution, Northern Health
implemented a single Patient Master Index, which is a unique
identifier that follows an individual across the five campuses.
Terri Letizia, Chief Health Information Manager, Client Data
Management at Northern Health, said, “We are really only starting
to see the benefits now. These include reduced staff count, less onsite storage space and $A47,000 p.a. saving in consumables costs.

Kodak scanners

The solution called for the acquisition of 10 Kodak document
scanners with barcode divider sheets used to direct where the PDF
is placed in the patient medical record and in what order.
There is some direct entry of data of patient information through
the electronic progress notes functionality as used by staff in
Northern Health’s outpatient departments, however staff currently
have the option to choose between hand written documentation
and electronic progress notes. The electronic progress notes don’t
have the functionality to draw diagrams, which means some staff
must choose to hand write their notes.
“We are working with Infomedix to further develop the software
to capture more electronic information. At present the software
only allows for freeform text entry through electronic progress
notes. We would like to look at implementing more electronic
medical record forms.
“We continue to work with our clinicians in delivering a more
effective semi-electronic medical record.
Work is currently underway to deliver
functionality within CPF that
will allow our Obstetricians to
manage antenatal patients more
effectively.”
The introduction of the
Clinical Patient Folder (CPF)
has also caused a reduction
in courier runs and costs
between sites in the delivery
of paper based medical
records from three daily
runs to one, saving
the organisation
$A30,000
per
year.
Scanned
medical records
have reduced the
rate of misplaced
“It is a great benefit to have a single view of patients
documents, the
from everywhere across the organisation.” - Chief
Health Information Manager Terri Letizia,
physical lifting of

large multiple volumes and moving crowded compactus shelving to
locate and file medical records.
Northern Health is still retaining the scanned paper records
off-site, as work continues in gaining disposal authority for the
destruction of scanned documentation.
“As a result of changes to the rules of evidence set out in the
Evidence Act, the production of a print out of an electronic record
is now admissible and may be just as good as producing the original
document. Northern Health is currently working on a Digitisation
Activity Plan for medical record documentation which will need
to be approved by the Health Services’ Insurers in meeting their
requirements for destruction,” said Terri.
Northern Health CEO, Greg Pullen, said making long term
investments into its capabilities ensures Northern Health is
prepared to care for northern Melbourne’s rapidly growing
community.
“Northern Health’s achievement in winning in the large agency
category supports our ability to adapt to the increasing number of
patients treated each year,” said Mr Pullen.
“During critical situations where patients may require care
from Northern Health’s Emergency Department, Primary Injury
Clinic or Crisis Assessment and Treatment Teams, clinicians have
direct access to patient files meaning treatment can commence
immediately with the ability to refer to the patient’s medical history.
“Northern Health is continuing to investigate and utilise new
technology across all areas of the organisation to deliver quality
health services to our community,” Mr Pullen said.
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Work smarter...

Paper rules the Climate
The Department of Climate Change and Energy
Efficiency is setting the pace for Australia’s green
future, but a new tender for the off-site storage
and management of over 6000 boxes of physical
records demonstrates a traditional approach to
document and records management.
Established in 2007 by the incoming Labour
Government to implement an Emissions
Trading Scheme, a goal yet to be achieved,
the new federal bureaucracy is following the
practice of printing and storing its documents in
boxes off-site with the requirement to physically
recall them on demand.
The carbon footprint of the new off-site
storage facility will be enhanced by the tender
requirements that “air quality and ventilation is
provided by extraction and exhaust fans,” “there
is external lighting illuminating the perimeter,”
and “no direct sunlight enters the site”
Other Australian state government agencies
are convinced that a truly “green” approach to
records management should involve embracing
new technologies involving digitisation
According to the Public Record Office
Victoria, “The benefits of this technology
take-up is that management and cataloguing
of documents can be effected by means of
databases, and the techniques aid in the
segregation of material, which ultimately will
go on to further improve energy efficiencies
associated with the maintenance of air
conditioning regimes.”
Document automation specialist Kofax also
believes that the automation of paper-intensive
business processes can also improve energy
consumption and support "green" initiatives
that are high on government policy agendas,
including Australia’s.
It notes in a recent report that “The French
government has pledged to reduce its paper
consumption by 50% by 2012. Denmark's
Environmental Protection Agency has already
cut paper use by 48%. The US Department of
Energy found that paper production is the third
most energy-intensive of all manufacturing
industries and uses 14% of all energy in the

Your complete

Batch scanning of your
documents, forms and
invoices
Automate your document
workflows
Powerful data capture
capabilities
No ongoing per-page
scanning charges

industrial sector. Reducing paper consumption
within the US federal government sector alone
could save 342 million kilowatt hours of energy
annually – enough to power 12,851 American
houses for 1 year.”
According to analysts Eco-officiency,
"Current estimates show that 50-70 percent of
space in an office is still dedicated to filing and
storage of documentation. Once filed away,
most of this documentation is never accessed or
needed again. A further waste consists of papers
printed and stored that really are never needed
at all."
Michael Carden from the National Archives
of Australia, said, ‘There are definite benefits to
having paper records available in digital form,
including searchability and easy online access.
These benefits should however be balanced
against the costs of running the computer and
storage systems that keep the records available,
and the potential for digital data to be lost
unless rigorous digital preservation work is
undertaken. Some might argue that running
a shelf full of paper is less costly over 100 years
than the cost of constant computer hardware
refreshing and data storage upgrades. But both
forms of archiving definitely have their place.’

Seamless scanning
integration with many
leading EDRMS packages
including:
Alfresco
Autonomy iManage WorkSite
HP TRIM
infoXpert eDRMS
Laserfiche
Microsoft SharePoint
Objective
OpenText eDOCS/Livelink
Xerox DocuShare

Ideal for Corporate,
Education or
Government.

Synercon rewrites a.k.a. governance suite

Australia’s Synercon Group has announced the release of Version 3 of a.k.a.
information governance software, rewritten using .NET. a.k.a. version 3 is a
enterprise tool for describing and assembling metadata elements and combining
them into a vast range of different information structures – metadata models,
taxonomies, retention schedules, data maps etc.
According to Synercon Managing Partner, Eddy Wilkinson, “a.k.a. version 3
recognises the need of the enterprise to share and manage metadata across all
manner of information systems.”
Synercon Founding Partner Conni Christensen said, “a.k.a. Version 3 delivers a
multi dimensional approach to information governance. We have long recognised
through our work with recordkeeping standards that there are powerful
connections between different metadata elements that can be leveraged for better
recordkeeping outcomes. Using a.k.a. we can build extensive sets of metadata
and with the modelling tools, make connections and deploy them into content
management systems using XML file outputs.”
Image & Data Manager • idm.net.au
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Staying afloat in the data deluge

Torrents of data flow in every day to the Murray-Darling Basin Authority
(MDBA), as it tracks the ebb and flow of southeast Australia’s major inland
rivers. Brian Catto, CIO of the MDBA, is tackling ever-growing volumes of
structured and unstructured data.
The Murray-Darling Basin Authority was established in 2008 to
develop a plan for management of the water resources of Australia’s
largest inland rivers and the home for more than two million people
resident in the Murray Darling Basin. The federal government
agency faces the standard challenges of implementing a solid
records management platform for the digital era, digitising paper
based workflows and managing an explosion of data.
Catto is engaged in a push to evolve the MDBA to be the
authoritative information service for the Murray-Darling Basin.
This includes development of a modelling environment to process
the increasing volumes of data, and investigating the benefits of a
SharePoint 2010 implementation to improve collaboration, records
keeping and workflows.
“We use a lot of geospatial data which also presents its own
problems, in terms of large storage demands and managing
metadata,” said Catto.
Modelling river data is key to the work undertaken by the MDBA.
More data leads to better modelling, but requires greater processing
power and greater storage. This requirement has led to the creation
of a high-speed, high-capacity processing environment, called the
CoRE, or Computational Resource Environment.
The CoRE was built in-house in 2010, greatly enhancing the
ability of the MDBA to analyse the data and consider various water
management scenarios.
The CoRE is comprised of high-performance computing blade
servers capable of hosting the Authority’s modelling environment to
provide better performance and capacity than previously available
to the Authority. The CoRE is robust enough to host the Basin Plan
Modelling work and flexible enough to cater to its projected growth
over the next four years.
The processing power of the modelling system includes the
provisioning of five high-performance blade servers with four CPUs,
eight processors and up to 256 GB RAM each, running Windows
Server 2008 r2 (64b), to host all components of the CoRE.
Another major project being undertaken by the MDBA ICT
team is the investigation of the benefits that SharePoint 2010 might
bring to the MDBA.
Upgrading the TRIM EDRMS
from v6.2 to v7.1 will enable the
implementation of a user friendly
SharePoint 2010 interface to TRIM.
This will encourage greater use of
the TRIM system as the electronic
repository of MDBA records. A
pre-requisite for this upgrade
is a recent migration
from Windows XP
to Windows 7. In
addition to Office
and
TRIM,
enterprise
apps used at
the MDBA
i nclude
Finance One
and Chris21
“We have a fairly ambitious program .” - Brian Catto,
CIO of the Murray-Darling Basin Authority (MDBA)
HR.

“We are investigating a few things with SharePoint,” said Catto.
“The first is to provide a user-friendly front end to TRIM as
user feedback suggests that the native interface is not particularly
intuitive for non-records managers. We want something that is
a bit more logical for end users to encourage better use of TRIM.
To implement this with TRIM 6 required a 3rd party SharePoint
integration tool. However TRIM 7 comes with built-in integration
with SharePoint 2010.
“We also want to put a standard platform across our intranet and
Internet with a single content management system. At the moment
we have a range of different PHP platforms including Drupal, Xend
and MySource Matrix.
“The ability to customise a Web site with SharePoint 2010 would
be a big improvement.”
“Automating manual workflows with SharePoint is important
area where SharePoint may reap rewards for the MDBA.
“Collaboration is another key function of SharePoint 2010, so we
are looking at how this could be used in MDBA – allowing multiple
people to edit a single instance of a document at the same time can
be much more effective than emailing the document to all reviewers
and then attempting to reconcile the individual responses”
Open government is also a big challenge, felt especially keenly by
the MDBA as the development of the Murray-Darling Basin Plan
is attracting keen interest from the community, industry and the
media.
“As part of our goal to provide the authoritative information
service about the Basin we are increasingly making our data and
research available to the public. But once it is available you must
maintain the level of availability and it generates further work as
people express even more interest in it.
“So far we have released over 1,500 research reports and datasets
via the website, and all of it can be taken and massaged in different
ways, often in ways that were never thought of before.
“A good example is FlowTracker which draws on the information
we release, mashes it up with data from others, and generates a map
of how the recent floods moved through the Basin (http://riversmart.
net.au/Flowtracker.htm).
“These are the type of challenges that arise from open
government. Again a SharePoint 2010 implementation may help us
manage these issues.”
With the development of the CoRE, and potentially the benefits
of a SharePoint implementation, the MDBA will be able to meet the
challenges of today, and be well positioned to meet the challenges
of tomorrow.
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Building the digital city
A major push to reduce paper use at Greater Shepparton City Council
has won the Information Management Branch recognition in Victoria’s
2011 Sir Rupert Hamer Records Management Awards.
Council's CEO Phil Pearce said the branch was awarded for
improved processes and increased use of digital information.
"Staff have worked hard to roll out new processes and practices
to the organisation and should be congratulated," Mr Pearce said.
"The team was required to demonstrate knowledge of legislation
and how these can be applied in everyday our everyday work to
improve business systems.
"Some of the other award winners were The Victorian Bushfires
Royal Commission, Northern Health and Land Victoria, so it is
very impressive to win one of these awards."
The Sir Rupert Hamer Records Management Awards recognise
achievements in good records management practice within
Victorian government Agencies and local Community Archives.
One of the largest regional councils in Victoria, Greater
Shepparton City Council has had an electronic document
management system (EDMS) for some time, but has been looking

Rod Apostol, Manager of Information Systems, Information
Management and GIS, said the Digital Consent model had evolved
from the council’s push towards digital record-keeping.
“This is a spinoff of a major project we have undertaken in recent
years to reduce the amount of hard copy being generated.
“TRIM had been relegated to record-keeping function and with
all records stored on paper, we were running out of room.
“To stop paper generation we wanted the electronic copy to
become the primary version and implement workflows in TRIM
with all the authorisations valid in court.
“Once a resident sends in a complaint or a letter of concern,
we have a CRM system to manage responses. We also wanted
to develop the ability to also record a full audit trail showing the
original letter and how we responded.”
Council is also back-scanning up to 80% of hard copy records.
Large format scanners from HP are used to digitise plans and
drawings submitted with development applications.
So that council staff can view documents as well as their
enterprise applications, workstations have all been upgraded with
dual 22” screen monitors for general staff and 30” models for those
who need to view large format documents.

Social media moves

Example of searching for a form on SharePoint (all documents are stored in
trim and presented via SharePoint)

for ways to better utilise the system to improve and introduce
consistent record-keeping practises across all functions of the
Council.
One major issue that kept arising was that everyone wanted to
physically sign documents. This meant that people were printing
out copies of information in EDMS to sign, retaining the duplicated
paper copy as the official record of council. After months of
research, it was discovered that paper records do not always need
to be physically signed, and in fact using simple mechanics within
the EDMS could introduce streamlined and consistent methods
for managing records.
A Digital Consent model was developed by the records
management team whereby a new process was implemented.
Now, when a document needs to be executed, it is workflowed to
the relevant General Manager in the EDMS. Once completed, the
electronic document is provided to the CEO who then completes
their part. This results in no hardcopies needing to be produced.
TRIM has been used to manage paper records at the council
since 1998. It is currently utilised by around 500 of council’s 800
staff who work on the corporate network.

In addition to traditional correspondence, Shepparton City is
taking steps to include social media in the digital record. Selected
council groups will be communicating with ratepayers on
Facebook, after which the entire conversation will be printed as a
PDF and archived in TRIM as a permanent record.
Adrian Perna, Team Leader Information Management at Greater
Shepparton City Council, said, “We had to find out all the reasons
why staff were printing a paper copy so we could address them.
“We have all these business systems in place for electronic
information but people were always printing and we were having to
manage those paper copies. So that was our first challenge.
“One of the main reasons that people gave was they needed a
signature on a printed document. However with the changes to the
Evidence Act 2008, if the document is placed in a TRIM workflow
then that approval is satisfactory for a court.
“Another big reason given was that they needed to print a copy for
the auditor. In fact, auditors actually prefer getting it electronically
because we can also produce an audit trail around it. If we just give
them a paper file than we don’t know who has altered it or when. In
TRIM each time someone looks at it its gets stamped.”
“We stopped staff from printing emails when responding to a
ratepayer, instead it is workflowed in TRIM. One of the problems
was we were
running hybrid
systems
but
neither was up
Land Information System - Pathway
to date. Neither
Financials - Great Plains
system
had
EDRMS - HP TRIM
the full story.
Asset Management - Confirm
We
needed
CRM - Merit
to start filing
HR/Payroll - Aurion
everything in
GIS - ESRI
TRIM
and
Intranet - SharePoint 2010
stop filing hard
copies.
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“We have also set our email attachment size limits quite low to
encourage users to store documents in TRIM. Staff can’t use their
email folders as a de facto document store. We encourage them to
store the email with the attachment in TRIM so they don’t lose the
context.”
A change to the organisation’s culture has resulted in 70% of
information that comes into council being scanned and checked
into TRIM which starts a workflow. The hard copy original is
destroyed after 90 days.
Field officers have been equipped with HP EliteBooks so that
notes can be appended to the TRIM file. To make the TRIM
interface more user-friendly Shepparton has removed unnecessary
elements to simplify the screen and SharePoint 2010 is providing
the intranet platform with a search interface.
“We have written custom fields in TRIM so when people are
checking their documents in TRIM all they need to do is add a
few extra metadata fields and the document also magically appears
on the intranet. So people now go to SharePoint to search for stuff.

We also took away all the fileshares on
the network and gave people no other
places to actually save documents,” said
Apostol.
“The
relationship
between
Information
Management
and
Information Systems has been critical.
“Actually, we are having a difficult
time differentiating what’s IS and what’s
IM, they are different sides of the same
coin nowadays. IS staff and IM staff
are dealing with the same things. I can
see the day when we will have the one
branch just with different specialities.”
Shepparton City is a long term
SharePoint site and originally partnered
with Microsoft to put the platform in
place. It has since developed its own inhouse SharePoint expertise within its
6-strong IST department.
“Using the latest version of TRIM,
the SharePoint integration was easy to
achieve using a wizard-style interface. It
works well and we are really pleased with
it. It was not a hard implementation,” said
Apostol.
TRIM has also been integrated with
the ESRI Geographical Information System (GIS) so that an aerial
view of a property is linked to all of the information held by council
about the property itself, i.e. valuations, permits, DAs. It is also
possible to interrogate TRIM to find any correspondence that has
come from that property.
(l) Trim Screen
Customised
For Invoices
and (r) Trim
Screen showing
customised
fields in the
lower portion
for publishing
to SharePoint
(Intranet area and
intranet type)
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iPhone cops
on the beat

Policing in the island state is underway with a five-year program to
completely overhaul its IT systems, including an upgrade to the TRIM 7
records management platform that will provide officers in the field with
Web access to TRIM by mobile devices.
Known as IT15, the overall goal of the project is to modernise
and consolidate the ageing IT infrastructure and applications
supporting 1800 staff in Tasmania’s Department of Police and
Emergency Management, which includes around 1200 frontline
police officers.
As part of the IT15 program it will migrate to Web applications
running SQL back ends.
The TRIM records management platform is being retained, and
has been upgraded to Version 7.1 to provide a Web client able to be
accessed on mobile devices.
“We are still assessing whether that will be the Saffron interface
or the native TRIM7 web client,” said Murray Lawler, Manager,
Information Technology Services, Department of Police and
Emergency Management.
“When the decision is made, we’ll be rolling that out across
the agency so basically everyone has access to a document
management system, whereas previously TRIM has been restricted
to mainstream administrative areas and say some major police
stations.
“Now it will be available to basically everyone so they’ll be able
to access it all through that web service. That’s a large move for us in
terms of where we’ve been with document management.”
A UNIX-based document tracking system is one of 65 internally
developed applications used for policing and SES information
management. These also include a charging system, evidence

tracking and court file tracking, etc.
Over the next five years some of these applications will be
rewritten using the open source Grails programming language
with the eventual aim to reduce the number of applications and
have them all operating under a common programming language.
“This will bring us to a level that’s going to be commensurate
with policing agencies around the world, the whole of Tasmanian
government and a level of technology commensurate with the
Australian government as well,” said Lawler.
“We’re bringing those into one consolidated platform with one
consolidated backend so we’ve got a centralised administration
and lower cost of ownership by cutting down on power use overall
with a reduced number of servers.
“Once it’s completed we will have a complete centralised
repository for all our documents and information handling with
defined workflows according to requirements.”
At the moment the majority of information used to prosecute
criminals is stored in databases associated with separate Unix
applications and Lotus Notes systems. TRIM is employed as an
enterprise document management system that is mainly used to
store correspondence such as Ministerials and briefing notes.
All documents that need to be stored in TRIM, which aren’t in an
electronic format already, are scanned manually at a central records
management location. Most documents are electronically recorded
in the first instance, including prosecution files, and the steps are
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being taken to streamline and improve the electronic management
of information across other areas.
Business project management is crucial in developing the new
range of applications and hardware rollout and a variety of software
is used for this including Microsoft Project and OmniPlan,
depending on the user’s preference.
“Before developing the new modules we are documenting all
our business processes to ensure the modules we develop are
sustainable, reusable, and they integrate well,” said Lawler.
“We want to ensure that we’ve got those best businesses processes
in place before we actually overlay any systems on top of it.”
As part of the IT15 program, $A1.1 million will be spent fitting
the state's police vehicles with GPS tracking devices to boost officer
safety and improve incident responses.
Former Police Minister Jim Cox said "This technology will
have massive benefits for increasing the safety of front-line police,

“We get a lot of collaboration
services with the Apple environment
and other benefits such as podcast
production which is good for
training, and we get all the server
operating systems for a lower
total cost of ownership than we
would have to do with a Microsoft
product,” - Murray Lawler, Manager,
Information Technology Services
with information on the exact location of the vehicles fitted with
the devices displayed in real-time on a computer screen in Police
Dispatch," Cox said in a statement. "In a critical or dangerous
incident, Police Dispatch will know instantly and accurately where
a police vehicle is located."
The new unified IT platform will also incorporate geospatial
mapping modules so the Agency can track police vehicles.
The GPS fitted vehicles assist greatly in resource management
and increasing operational safety for police in the field. Personal
non-phone integrated trackers are also being trialled for officer’s
walking the beat. As well as providing resource management
functionality, installing the GPS units meant fitting vehicles with
data capabilities, enabling the installation of mobile computing
devices which could be connected to the organisation’s servers via
a secure APN.

iPhone information access

Police are trialling prototype applications to using iPhones to
access police information systems. These officers are primarily
working in the area of marine enforcement. Having an iPhone
connected to operational information databases is invaluable to
officers performing duties in remote locations.
Eventually these will provide access to TRIM via a Web client,
whereas at the moment officers must wait until they return to the
station to their desktop PCs to access police records. There are 100
police cars already fitted with Windows CE devices that are able to
access the Tasmania Police intranet site via NextG.
“At the moment the full integration isn’t there so we actually have
to create a Windows CE-based interface for every application that
officers need to access in the field, and wouldn’t want to do that with
TRIM so that’s why we’re moving down the track with TRIM7 and
browser access to unified applications,” said Lawler.
Imagery such as criminal photos and forensic evidence is
currently held on two separate Unix asset management systems
that are able to be accessed from desktop PCs. One of the aims of

Police data goes mobile

Tasmania’s Police and Emergency Services are being
equipped with in-field data capability, GPS tracking of
police resources, and mobile computing solutions.
This has involved the introduction of GPS or Automatic
Vehicle Location (AVL) enabled police vehicles.
AVL is used by police services all over the world to
display resources on a mapping client which is primarily
used by radio dispatch operators when handling
incidents. It is also used for the management of major
incidents, allowing optimum benefits to be gained in
terms of emergency response.
The maps which are used by the agency can have
any number of layers added including topography,
satellite images, live weather radar images and even
infrastructure such as gas and power lines. This
all adds up to a more informed approach to incident
management.
Strategies are being introduced to reduce the amount
of time officers spend conveying information over
the radio. Provision has been made for officers to
‘book’ themselves on and off duty from their desktop
computers and also from the vehicles.
The GPS units can also detect the proximity of live jobs
and locations and task the vehicle accordingly on the
radio operator’s screen. The in-car devices, known as
Mobile Data Terminals, are fixed in vehicles and enable
access to operational information and allow officers to
complete some paperwork in the field and book on and
off duty. They also provide a duress alarm function that
can be activated when urgent backup is required but
that information may not be able to be provided over the
radio.

the IT15 program is to integrate these into a unified application that
will allow officers to access the imagery from mobile devices.
“In a couple of years they’ll be able to do that automatically pretty
much from any device they have as they require them,” said Lawler.
“That’s where we’re heading. At the moment they can access a
degree of that information so they can do that through a couple
of other different systems that we’ve got but what we want to do is
basically integrate everything so we bring it into one logical system
in a viewable format that makes it easy for them to use.”
“In the second generation we’re very much looking at that single
integration, a single unit that can be put in and pulled out of the
vehicle so you’ve got access to all your policing applications, access
to your data and all of that will be undertaken through apps that
actually live within the mobile device itself so you can jump into
your motor registry system or you can jump into your police cost
management system or something like that so that’s where we want
to move.”
Tracking of evidence and court files is currently managed by a
system built in Lotus Notes that will be phased out and replaced
with a Web-based system developed in GRAILS, while the Agency
has also moved to Exchange 2010 and Active Directory 2008.
It is also pilot testing Apple Mac devices for the desktop and
Microsoft 2008 for Mac is one of the productivity suites currently
being trialled as part of this program.
SharePoint is not part of the planning.
“We get a lot of collaboration services with the Apple environment
and other benefits such as podcast production which is good for
training, and we get all the server operating systems for a lower
total cost of ownership than we would have to do with a Microsoft
product,” said Lawler.
“We can have SharePoint if we wanted to, there’s nothing
preventing us from doing that but not at this stage. We’ve got too
much else on our plate with the 18 other projects we’ve taken on”
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Police Records Management - The
Ultimate Crime Fighting Tool
Former police officer Kim Sadler
outlines how one British Police
Force is scanning paper records
to ensure that vital content, not
available elsewhere, can be
accessed and shared effectively.
Police records management in the UK has been under the
microscope since a judicial inquiry in 2004 identified information
weaknesses that led to the tragic circumstances of the Soham
murders. The Soham murders was an English murder case in 2002
of two 10-year-old girls in the village of Soham, Cambridgeshire.
The Police rely on information to do their job well. Traditionally
information has been recorded on paper, completed by an officer
at a scene of a crime or an accident, or by a member of the public
coming to the police station and records being completed, or
gathered form other places and other witnesses. Before the advent
of computer records, ledgers were maintained at police stations to
keep a log of events, registration of property, log crimes/accidents
reported and provide reference numbers.
Whilst recording information is a good thing, if the volume of
records is too high and information cannot be easily accessed, it
becomes worthless in terms of supporting operational policing.
There has to be an effective method of recovering and understanding
the information held within records.
In 1986 the Home Office Large Major Enquiry System
(HOLMES) was introduced as a policing tool in the UK.
It supported the investigation of incidents where masses of
information needed to be processed. In effect HOLMES was an
early Electronic Document and Records Management System
(EDRMS). It provided a system that allowed key words searching
in records that had been committed to an electronic format.
However, as the acronym indicates, the system was only used for
the most serious crimes and access beyond that criteria was almost
non-existent. Another key computer system in the UK is the Police
National Computer (PNC); it was initially established in 1974, to
store and rapidly provide officers with information about stolen
vehicles. It now holds a much wider range of information about
people, vehicles, crime and other property.

Police National Database

Recently a new information system; the Police National Database
(PND) has been launched in the UK. PND holds information
about convicted criminals and intelligence about those the police
have an interest in. It also includes some victim details. Police forces
can now check each others information very rapidly. If good use is to
be made of this information then data accuracy and completeness
of records essential. If records are destroyed too soon, then any
potential intelligence value is lost, and there will be insufficient
information to assist in case reviews at a later date.
A PND was one of the key recommendations from the Bichard
Inquiry into police failings into the Soham murders in 2002. It
found that police failed to disclose details of allegations against
Ian Huntley a year before he murdered Holly Wells and Jessica
Chapman, both aged 10. Those allegations, had they been known
about, would probably have resulted in him failing the vetting
process, and would have subsequently prevented him from getting
a job that allowed him access to his victims.

When Huntley applied for a job as a school care taker he was
required to fill out a police record check form. He did this but
used an alias name of Nixon, as he had done when arrested for
rape in 1999. This name when checked did not give a full history
of Huntley’s contacts with the police because vital intelligence
had not been available. Individuals in the force knew that Huntley
and Nixon were one and the same, but this was not reflected in
the information held on records systems. Police failings in records
management at the time of the inquiry were described in as
“systemic and corporate” .
The Bichard Inquiry Report referenced confusion in police
records management: “… so serious that there was not even
a common understanding of what was meant by ‘weeding’,
‘reviewing’ and ‘deletion’. It cannot now be ascertained how many
records were lost without proper review.”
Bichard also said that the confusion may have contributed to
“the deletion of the information in the only intelligence report on
Huntley and that, the ‘haemorrhaging’ of intelligence casts serious
doubts on the usefulness of other Humberside Police records”.
In addition to the establishment of a PND to enable wider
sharing of police information, the Bichard Inquiry recommended
a code of practice on how police forces should manage their records.
He said it: “Must clearly set out the key principles of good
information management (capture, review, retention, deletion
and sharing), having regard to policing purposes, the rights of the
individual and the law.” and “Must set out the standards to be met in
terms of systems (including IT), accountability, training, resources
and audit. “
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Soham murders - the previous
allegations against Ian Huntley
Ian Huntley had numerous contacts with Humberside
Police long before he was arrested for the murders of
Holly Wells and Jessica Chapman. This suggests that a
pattern of Huntley being linked with allegations of sexual
offences had begun long before he went to Soham.
August 1995: Underage sex - A police and social
services investigation: A 15 year old girl admits she was
having sex with Huntley. Police decide not to pursue the
matter in accordance with her wishes.
15 November 1995: Burglary - Huntley is arrested and
charged with burglary in March 1996 which he admits.
The case goes to court and is ordered to lie on file.
March 1996: Underage sex - A complaint to social
services that Huntley is having a sexual relationship
with an underage girl. The girl denies the allegation. The
police were not involved in the investigation
April 1996: Underage sex - Another 15-year-old; the
family does not wish to involve the police and no further
action is taken.
May 1996: Underage sex - Police and social services
investigation into allegations that Huntley had had
sex with a 13-year-old girl. The girl denies this and
supported by her mother she refuses to have a medical
examination. Police did not interview Huntley.

Management of Police Information

necessary on a daily basis. Secondly there is the challenge of not
knowing what you don’t know. If you don’t know the detail of what
is contained in a hand written statement that has been consigned to
an archive store, how can you know if the detail of that statement is
relevant? Can you be sure that the headline information provided in
an electronic crime report will provide the level of detail required to
decide if a suspect should be arrested or not?
HOLMES provided a solution to this problem for major
enquiries, but there has been no national drive to achieve the same
result with other police investigations.
Accessing information contained within paper records was part
of the challenge faced by one Police Force as it came to terms with
the requirements of MoPI. That Force moved from discussion and
hypothesis around digitising some of its paper records, to delivering
a viable pilot scheme and subsequent operational deployment, in a
short space of time and with minimal resources. Its methodology
and application is equally applicable to any organisation that has
a requirement to manage unstructured data as part of its overall
records management strategy.
With a project team of two and other
project work packages to deliver on, there
were the following challenges to meet:
• Challenge 1 – to reduce quantity of
paper held and produced
• Challenge 2 - to make content more
widely available to those who need and
have authority to access it
• Challenge 3 – to ensure that records
(paper) are maintained in a secure
environment
• Challenge 4 – to provide this as proof
of concept with limited project support
and minimal budget
• Challenge 5 – Change the culture
from storing paper to canning and
making better use of the paper content
and, gain support for such an approach
by senior management.
(Continued over)
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The code of practice detailing the Management of Police
Information (MoPI) was issued in April 2006. Since then UK police
forces have been working to ensure compliance with the standards
it sets out. A revised version of the code was published in 2010.
In essence MoPI provided police with a set of standards that
equate to good records management. The guidance includes a
requirement for standardisation of policy and practice concerning
information sharing, for records to be reviewed and linked, and for
a standard retention policy to be applied to records.
To aid its implementation each force was required to have had an
action plan, and progress against the plan was reported on monthly
to the National Policing Improvement Agency (NPIA).
Records management, done well, can be challenging for any
organisation. MoPI sets out those challenges very clearly to police
forces.
The first challenge is the quantity of records that need to be
assessed, evaluated and linked (where appropriate) to others, if

An archive
store- (l)
before
and (r) 1
month after
weeding/
scanning
commenced

April 1998: Rape - Huntley is arrested after a woman
claimed he had raped her. Huntley claimed it was
consensual. The police took the view there was not
enough evidence to take the matter any further.
May 1998: Rape charge - A woman claims Huntley
raped her while she was walking home from a nightclub.
Huntley again says the sex was consensual. Huntley
is charged with rape. The Crown Prosecution Service
(CPS) decided there was no chance of a conviction and
dropped the case.
July 1998: Indecent assault - A young girl claims she
was subject to a serious indecent assault by a man
called Ian 10 months before, when she was 12 years
old. Huntley, who was living in her street at the time is
arrested and denies the allegation, police decided not to
proceed with the case.
February 1999: Rape - A 17-year-old girl alleges that
Huntley had raped her in February after meeting him at
a night club. Huntley claimed the sex was consensual
and the police decided there was not enough evidence
to proceed.
July 1999: Rape - A woman is raped and Huntley was
interviewed because of his previous behaviour. He was
by this time using the name Nixon.
He supplied a DNA sample and had an alibi provided
by Maxine Carr. The woman subsequently said Huntley
was not the rapist.
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At the time there was nobody who could provide clarity about
the electronic scanning process or where digital records would be
stored. Chief Officers had delegated achieving MoPI compliance
to a project board. The project board did not understand how the
EDRMS worked or what its capabilities were.
There was awareness that it was only being used in one support
department in a limited capacity, to store documents collectively
referred to as “corporate memory” (Meeting minutes, agendas and
Home Office Circulars).
There was also an aversion to electronic scanning. Previously
scanning had been outsourced and local records managers did
not receive the level of service they had been promised. Scanned
records had been linked to the wrong files and physical papers that
were returned to the organisation were misfiled or missing. This
caused additional work for the officers using those files. There was
an organisational resistance to any form of outsourced scanning.
The project board drew up a list of the principle areas of focus for
a Pilot Scheme:
• Weeding: The initial plan was to focus on weeding to reduce
the amount of paper being held and prevent retention of documents
deemed to be of no further value to the organisation. For the pilot
scheme, court and crime records were weeded. Duplicate records
and records that could be reproduced from computer systems were
disposed of.
• Scanning: There was a desire to use technology more efficiently,
to be able to scan records and upload them into the EDRMS. The
approach of scan on demand was taken; a record would only be
scanned if somebody in the organisation needed access to it.
• Information sharing: The vision was to develop an effective
method to locate files in the physical archive, reduce the size of the
file by weeding and once scanned to share the record electronically.
• Increased awareness: To raise awareness of the benefits of
information discovery and sharing, a competition to promote MoPI
was run. Staff were asked to provide a simple statement describing
what MoPI meant to them. The winning submission was “MoPI –
It could save a life”.

Scanning records reduced the demand on storage space, enabled
rapid viewing of scanned records and reduced the costs associated
with storage and retrieval. The organisation retained complete
control over the records it created, and more importantly, it was able
to view and make use of the content of those records at any time it
desired.
Digitised documents uploaded to the record management
system provided the organisation with confidence that documents
had providence and integrity. It also allowed more efficient
searching of the record content, records linked to an inquiry
can be found quickly and relevant intelligence can be extracted.
There was improved security achieved by transferring documents
electronically across the organisation, rather than manually.
Audit, version control, retention dates and tracking of documents
were routinely taken care of by digitising records, in many cases
these were added benefits, not previously considered by the
organisation.
This combined EzeScan/EDRMS solution offers an ‘invest to
save’ opportunity for organisations who need greater control over
their records management, offering a process for creating digitised
records from paper archives in a few simple steps.
Immediately after the pilot, EzeScan was installed into the
major crime archive. Work commenced on digitising hundreds of
serious case files. Its use was also expanded in terms of providing
information to the corporate memory. Additional records being
scanned and uploaded to EDRMS now include:
• Complaints
• Pensions
• Information sharing agreement requests and responses
• Subject access requests
• Crime files
• Road traffic collision files
• Human resources files
The force is now preparing to deploy the system to manage
the CPS direct processes enabling officers to submit papers
electronically to the CPS for charging decisions.

Software systems

Conclusion

When the weeding team began to receive requests for files to be
scanned and shared, they scanned using a multifunctional device
(MFD). The electronic file was then emailed to the requester. This
was an improvement to the previous process where the requester
would drive to the store, find the file, drive back and pass it to the
investigating officer. However, scanning from the MFD, without
any way of managing the scanned image, proved problematic. The
output was a large PDF format document and the requester would
have to scroll through the entire file to get to the information they
needed. There was something missing between scanning and then
sharing the file to make this an efficient and effective process.
The Force needed data capture software and had viewed several
potential solutions. They contacted EzeScan, a commercial
company providing a suite of document scanning products, to
discuss the requirements and challenges faced. EzeScan agreed to
support the pilot scheme by providing software for evaluation.
The software was configured to apply metadata to digitised
records, enabling ease of searching of hand written content. Large
files were separated into smaller component parts, making the end
product more user friendly, for example, statements were separated
from interview notes .The files were then uploaded to the EDRMS,
preventing the need to send large email files across networks.
Awareness of the pilot scheme spread quickly, and those who had
previously been concerned about deploying a scanning solution
had their confidence restored. EzeScan can be completely tailored
to meet the requirements of the user but the operator is only
required to learn a few basic steps.
This is an option that can be deployed into an organisation very
quickly, provided the groundwork has been done and the options
and the required outcomes have been thought through.

The tragic loss of two young lives in Soham might have been
prevented if Police organisations, whose primary role is to protect
life and property, had managed their records and information in
accordance with the guidance now available to them.
The guidance (MoPI) states clearly that forces should regularly
review the information within records and link them where
appropriate. If such information is contained in papers records,
there must be an established process of getting it into electronic
systems.
The establishment of PNC, HOLMES and PND have all been
reactive steps to information management challenges. Those
charged with the protection of life and property need information
in a timely fashion to make decisions, and in terms of policing,
reactive systems provide this. What is needed now is to go one
step further with information and records management in making
“hidden content” equally available by digitising paper records to
help prevent future tragedies.
This article has focused on information to support policing, but
the responsibility for “care” sits with a much wider section of society.
Health workers, social workers, social housing providers, education
providers, probation officers, local authorities and security services
all share the responsibility. There have been too many instances
where failings in records management and information sharing
have contributed to the loss of life. Now is the time to be proactive
in prevention – MoPI, “Could save a life”.
The author of this article, Kim Sadler, is a former UK police officer
who now works as a business consultant. She focuses on information and
records management along with business process re-engineering. She is one
of the speakers at the Records and Information Management Professionals
Australasia conference in Darwin in September 2011.
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RecordPoint

RecordPoint simplifies your records management and compliance processes by combing the world leading Microsoft SharePoint
platform with a simple rules based retention and classification system. By using RecordPoint and Microsoft SharePoint 2007 or 2010
organisations can fully comply with Australian regulatory requirements and corporate retention and disposition policies without the
need for a second system.
RecordPoint is the only solution available built entirely on the Microsoft SharePoint 2007 and 2010 platforms and by taking advantage
of your existing Microsoft technology investments, the solution is extremely cost effective, highly intuitive, has high user acceptance
and training costs are minimised.

Blumark
Contact: Mark Grimes
Phone: 07 3010 9515
Email: sales@blumark.com.au
Web: www.blumark.com.au

Blumark are experts in Enterprise Content Management and process improvement, assisting organisations with the difficult task
of managing business processes and content in an efficient and cost effective manner. Blumark becomes the organisation’s trusted
partner as an advisor, implementer, trainer and support provider.
Blumark specialise in the content lifecycle and provide a ‘cradle to grave’ approach for the diverse electronic and physical content types
which organisations work with today. Leveraging the IBM FileNet P8 platform Blumark focus on delivering a Records Management
solution which supports the way that organisations do business minimising change management, enabling users, ensuring compliance
and empowering records specialists.
Blumark consultants can assist your organisation by working with the key stakeholders to understand the requirements, develop a
solution for your needs and ensuring you derive all of the agreed business benefits.

EzeScan
Phone: (07) 3398 7747 Fax: (07) 3117 9471
Email: sales@ezescan.com.au
Web: www.ezescan.com.au

EzeScan enables its clients to substantially slash the cost of deploying batch scanning solutions for unstructured (correspondence),
semi structured (invoices) and structured (forms) hard-copy documents. EzeScan enables images to be integrated seamlessly with
many ECM and/or EDRM Systems easily and effectively using built in integration connectors.
EzeScan works with any TWAIN/ISIS scanner or any brand of networked MFD to unleash the full power of your scanning hardware.
EzeScan provides 3 levels of EDRMS integration: Scan to Input Queues; Scan/Index using an ECM registration form; and Auto Scan.
Index/Upload using its inbuilt indexing and upload modules.
EzeScan has a proven track record of use with HP TRIM, Objective, Autonomy iManage WorkSite, Open Text eDOCS/Livelink, Microsoft
SharePoint, Xerox DocuShare, infoXpert eDRMS, Meridio, Laserfiche and Alfresco. EzeScan solutions range from basic manual data
entry to highly automated forms processing. With over 600 installations in Australia, NZ ,Canada & the UK, EzeScan is your ideal batch
scanning application.

Objective Corporation
www.objective.com
Tel: 1 800 065 640
Fax: 02 8448 2010

Objective delivers Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solutions for, information intensive organisations, enabling them to
leverage the value of their unstructured content. By effectively managing the entire range of an organisation’s information assets
– electronic documents, physical documents, business processes, email, web content, and more, Objective enables organisations to
re-use corporate memory and make effective decisions based on complete information.
Trusted by Government agencies and Top 1000 corporations globally, Objective solutions meet international standards, provide
regulatory or industrial compliance and deliver security and accountability of information. Objective also helps organisations comply
with recordkeeping standards such as ISO 15489, its solution is certified by USDoD 5015.2, UK TNA02, VERS and is a certified supplier
on NSW, WA and South Australian government EDRMS panel contracts.
Objective Corporation has the largest team of dedicated ECM consultants in the Asia Pacific region which means customers have
direct access to the same people and experience who have supplied ECM solutions to companies around the globe. To discover
how Objective’s market-leading ECM solution assisted the ACT Government, Scottish Executive, and ResMed with their information
management strategy, call 1 800 065 640 or visit our web site at www.objective.com.

AMS Imaging
Phone: 03 9690 6800
Email: sales@ams-imaging.com.au
Web: www.ams-imaging.com.au

AMS is a ISO9001 certified service bureau that provides archive and imaging services., including document capture of business
records, manuals, maps and plans through to the conversion of aperture cards, microfilm and microfiche.
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www.recordpoint.com.au
Phone: (02) 8001 7743
Fax: (02) 8001 7778
Email: info@recordpoint.com.au
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Digital by Design

SharePoint is delivering a collaborative enviornment for 900+ employees
of international multidisciplinary design practice HASSELL, based in
studios in Australia, China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand and the United
Kingdom.
The practice has standardised on Microsoft SharePoint as the
mechanism to be able to host projects and share projects between
these sites.
Technology Solutions Manager Johnny Chloride said the
practice has been on a journey with SharePoint for a number
of years. Eighteen months ago this ramped up to a major ECM
deployment.
“We’re trying to create a collaborative design environment where
designers and architects can work together in an environment that
fosters creativity,” said Chloride.
“Central to that is our ability to be able to distribute work and
use the resources with different skill sets across our different design
studios.
“We want to free up our designers to be able to work within a
project life cycle by making our actual systems very robust, with
seamless records management that can record all the emails and
correspondence around a project.”
SharePoint 2010 is used as the company intranet and a repository
for PDF plans and drawings as they evolve throughout a project.
There are upwards of 150 different applications used by

HASSELL, such as Adobe Creative Suite, AutoCAD, ArchiCAD,
Vectorworks, Microstation and Revit.
Most files are still stored on the HASSELL network fileservers as
the practice is still in the early stages of rolling out SharePoint.
There are many different file formats used in design and
engineering that as yet can’t be saved into SharePoint document
libraries. This also includes individual .exe files or Access databases
which HASSELL is forced to use as a format for some of its
applications.
“We still require a hybrid system as some of our files won’t live
in there happily because they’re accessed via WebDAV rather than
inside the document library in different compound documents.”
Adobe InDesign presented particular challenges. A quirk of the
InDesign file format means the .indd files won’t work from inside
a SharePoint document library. They must be checked out and
opened offline.
HASSELL is using SharePoint for tracking different types of
drawings held as PDF or DWF documents and the revisions and
different versions sent to its clients.
Architectural and Design drawings typically are circulated in
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“We do use iPads quite a bit
for collaboration and as
brainstorming devices and they
are great for presentations in
smaller meetings.”

PDF format and “red-line” mark ups are performed inside Acrobat
Pro.
HASSELL has developed a series of dynamic stamps inside
Acrobat which use java script to automate the addition of
information about who modified the document and when.
“It is critical, particularly in the construction phase of projects,
that we are very sure about what plans and drawings are being sent
out from our different studios and what revision they’re on,” said
Chloride.
“We have a well established method of handling what documents
we send out, what we refer to as transmittals, using paper.
“We were pulled toward SharePoint for handling it electronically
because we see it being used in other parts of the business, our
ERP system Microsoft Dynamics AX integrates well, so a lot of
the different reporting functions out of our financial systems are
presented via SharePoint.
“Looking at the maturity level of the platform, particularly at
the point when SharePoint 2007 was made available, we saw that
as a point where we could start to do proof of concept using it on
projects.”
In the early phases of implementation there were some issues with
integration between Outlook and SharePoint, which have since
been solved with the aid of a third party application from Colligo.
Colligo provides the ability to easily file documents within
SharePoint libraries from Outlook task panel.
“Colligo provided our users with the ability to file those masses
of emails they get every day and it has assisted a great deal in getting
widespread buy-in with the whole project,” said Chloride.
Hosted document management solutions such as Aconex

Whatever your scanning needs...

and ProjectWeb are popularly used within the
construction and engineering sector, usually specified
by the lead construction company that won the tender.
For the future, HASSELL is looking to use
SharePoint’s ability to share particular document
libraries with the outside world as an extranet.
HASSELL is currently pushing technologies such
as digital pens which can ‘draw’ on screen for markups, with fantastic results. At the same time, some still
prefer to work on large format paper prints.
When a bunch of architects and designers get
together over a large scale drawing and want the ability
to comment, mark-up and trace new suggestions, they
often do so with layers of tracing paper sitting on top of
an existing drawing.
Each HASSELL studio has large format scanners to take the
results from these collaborative sessions and bring it back within
the digital domain.

“We do still use paper, but certainly a lot, lot less than we used to,” - Melbourne-based
Technology Solutions Manager Johnny Chloride.

EzeScan has a solution to suit your situation!
Invoice processing automation
Simplified back scanning solutions
Highly integrated EDRMS imaging solutions
Application and survey forms data extraction

www.ezescan.com.au

Mailroom & correspondence automation
Contact EzeScan to find the solution for your organisation

T: 1300 EZESCAN (1300 393 722) E: sales@ezescan.com.au
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The DAM Landscape

Michael Cowled, Associate, Graphic Designer for Tract Consultants,
explains DAM use at the prominent Australian Landscape Architecture,
Planning and Urban Design Company with approximately 120 staff across
6 offices.
In our industry, we are known for our highly evolved, cutting-edge
graphic outputs which rely heavily upon our digital asset libraries.
As our has company expands, the need to consolidate and share
our image libraries and other corporate assets for consistency and
efficiency has become apparent to us.
We were initially introduced to Cumulus through industry peers
SWA Group in California who had been utilising the software
successfully for some time. They were also able to provide a
standardised set of industry keywords which assisted in defining
our image categorisation.

Over the past five years, we have utilised the Cumulus software to
manage our extensive and continually expanding image library of
10,000+ images, and to store and access other digital assets across
our company's secure internal network.
After an extensive review of other software options, we discovered
that Canto's cumulus package pretty much stood alone in offering
a simple yet highly functional multi-user web-based system to meet
our DAM needs. We invested in the software in 2006 and began
configuring it to our requirements, incorporating industry specific
terminology for word searches etc.
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The Tract image library in Cumulus..

The responsibility for managing image formatting, uploading
and maintaining our various digital asset libraries’ lies with the
graphics department, but we also trained a staff member in each
office to upload and categorise local assets as they are generated.
The remainder of the company accesses the database through the
web interface.
As part of our ongoing software maintenance contract we
recently upgraded our web interface to Cumulus sites which we
found to be a relatively simple installation and configuration.
We have found the need in recent times for more of our staff to
use the full Cumulus workgroup client, as opposed to the browser
interface. More and more people are using programs such as
InDesign and Illustrator and need the ability to drag and drop
images straight in.

“Not only does our system increase the efficiency of image and other digital
asset searches, it also encourages increased professional communication and
interaction between our offices as well as promoting adherence to our branding
through the consolidation of templates and guidelines.” - Michael Cowled, Tract
Consultants.

We have 25 licenses of Creative Suite within the company which
is building demand for use of Cumulus in tandem with it.
We have seamlessly integrated Cumulus in to our highly
configured advanced SharePoint intranet system. Tract's
nationwide offices utilise our Cumulus asset libraries on a daily
basis, leveraging the company's extensive digital resources and
providing instant access to a huge consolidated database of
templates and resources to staff across all offices.
The ability to provide digital assets to the entire company via
Cumulus and our intranet system means that our department has
been able to support our increasingly graphics-savvy core discipline
staff to utilise templates and resources to create their own graphic
outputs. This has in turn freed up time for the graphics department
to focus on developing skills in exciting new technology and
maintaining our edge as leaders in our field.
www.tract.net.au

A design for Eureka Place, Southbank, Melbourne.
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i nvo i ce automat i on

Healthy win for ReadSoft at CBHS

Administration for over 70,000 members of the CBHS Health
Fund in Australia is moving to a paperless model, with the decision
to move ahead with ReadSoft to automate inbound medical
insurance claims.
Celebrating its 50th year of operation in 2011, CBHS is a notfor-profit, private health insurer for current and former staff of the
Commonwealth Bank and their families.
CBHS has chosen ReadSoft DOCUMENTS to help reduce
the time taken to process medical claims and help reduce overall
management costs.
ReadSoft is developing a healthy profile in medical claims
processing in Australia, following its wins in 2010 to provide for up
to 4000 medical and hospital claims a day for HCF and Manchester
Unity Australia Ltd (MUA).
The implementation of the new technology at CBHS will
coincide with the rollout of the new .NET version of Paragon, the
Health Fund management system developed by local Sydney
company Network Logic Health Systems..

Basware launches global
invoice processing outsourcing
Basware has launched InvoiceOut, a new process outsourcing
service designed to fully automate key aspects of the Accounts
Payable (AP) function.
Combining Basware’s process expertise with the leading invoice
automation solution, Basware InvoiceOut drives efficiencies by
externally managing labour-intensive elements of a businesses’
invoice handling process.
Basware InvoiceOut is a service that brings together three core
components of what are often disparate elements in an Accounts
Payable operation – access to resources that can be scaled up and
down based upon business need, best practice process expertise
and a flexible, on demand technology infrastructure.
The service includes daily invoice related tasks such as dispute
management to handle any discrepancies with the invoice as well
as supplier engagement to ensure disputes are resolved quickly.
Invoices are validated to ensure each invoice contains the required
data needed to achieve the highest levels of automatic matching
to purchase orders, and monthly process reporting is proactively
undertaken to ensure continuous improvement across the invoice
handling process.
It offers packaged processes for speeding up the transformation
from paper to electronic. This includes immediate conversion to
100% electronic invoicing, along with sophisticated automatic
invoice validation, matching, posting and workflow.
Non-core activities to Accounts Payable, such as the scan &
capture of paper invoices and accounts payable IT infrastructure
are outsourced to enable in-house teams to focus on higher value
activities.
InvoiceOut includes Basware Invoice Automation as well as
access to the global Basware Open Network, enabling electronic
purchase-to-pay message exchange within an open environment
which connects 320,000 active buyers and suppliers.

ReadSoft takes $1M bite of Oz
food processing industry
Two of Australia’s major food processing companies have
contributed $1M worth of new SAP invoice automation projects
won by ReadSoft.
ReadSoft credits the wins to its ability to offer reduced time for
invoice processing, improved monitoring and tracking of invoices
and a more efficient process for handling invoices with errors or
queries.
It will also look to expand the solutions to automate other request

and paper-driven financial processes such as PO requisitions,
master data creation and maintenance, finance posting corrections.
“ReadSoft’s solutions are able to manage the processing of
millions of invoices in multiple countries and ERP environments,”
says Jan Andersson, President and CEO of ReadSoft.
“Within the SAP-segment, ReadSoft is at the forefront which
was very important to these companies when choosing an invoice
processing supplier. I am certain that we will help these companies
boost their invoice processing routines and become more efficient.”

Converga puts new face on
hosted accounts payable
Australian business process outsourcing (BPO) and automation
specialist, Converga, is tasting success with a new accounts payable
suite from Sweden’s Palette. One of Australia’s largest suppliers of
fixtures and fittings will deploy Converga’s hosted offering of the
PaletteArena accounts payable suite.
This publicly traded provider offers the Australian market a range
of leading brands of interior fixtures and fittings for both private
households and commercial buildings. The company manufacture
and distribute all over Australia.

Cloud calls for Fuji-Xerox

AP automation in the cloud is now a reality for Australian
business with the launch of Fuji Xerox Australia’s new
service hosted in the cloud, using EMC’s Documentum
Enterprise Content Management software coupled
with BRT’s APxCelerator accounts payable automation
software.
Anthony Cogswell, Executive General Manager
Global Services, Fuji Xerox Australia, said, “We wanted
to provide a service with no upfront expense for the
customer, whether it sits on our network or in the cloud
is irrelevant to the customer, they just pay a services
fee and a transaction fee.
“It’s scalable, they don’t need to pay for the investment
upfront in architecture and we can grow it to whatever
level they need”.
Representing an early deployment of EMC’s
Documentum xCelerated Composition Platform (xCP)
as a cloud-based offering in Australia, the Fuji Xerox
AP Service will manage all supplier documents through
Fuji Xerox Australia’s document scanning centres
before being imported into the hosted AP workflow.
Fuji-Xerox Australia previously employed the
FileWise platform for workflow but is moving to a SaaS
solution based on EMC Documentum xCP
“Its always been a cloud philosophy, the fact that
we’ve just chosen a slightly different architecture that
happens to use the cloud probably doesn’t provide a
fundamental difference,” said Cogswell.
Fuji-Xerox Australia is offering full invoice processing
in the cloud after document capture, with Accounts
Payable workflow managed using a range of different
third party and proprietary processes.
It is also offering a range of different capture
platforms in addition to Documentum xCP, such as TiS
eFlow.
“A lot of our BPO engagements need different workflow
platforms and engines,” said Cogswell. “We can mix
and match right tools for clients.”
“But our connection to EMC is a lot broader than just
this platform. We have made an infrastructure decision
that EMC will support a lot more of our go to market
BPO service offerings”.
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Converga is deploying the PaletteArena accounts payable suite
to offer businesses of almost any size an automated, paperless
processing solution, helping to improve customers’ accounts
payable efficiency and reduce costs.
Rachel Griffiths, Converga’s Solutions Director for P2P said: “We
needed a solution that was quick to deploy and high in functionality.
We were seeing a lot of interest in outsourcing from customers
with volumes ranging from 500 to more than 30,000 invoices per
month. Palette exceeded our expectations by having the highest
functionality of any solution of its kind.
PaletteArena is a complete enterprise purchase-to-payment suite
that integrates with accounting, information and business systems
to automate and streamline accounts payable activity across the
organisation.

AP automation on track for NZ
Transport Agency
Regional service bureaus are being invited to tender
for a contract to handle the automated processing of
around 5000 invoices per month for the New Zealand
Transport Agency (NZTA).
The NZTA has issued a preference for a New Zealand
supplier, but has left the door open for bidders for other
countries if they can demonstrate the ability to deal
with “privacy and security” issues.
The NZTA is currently upgrading two separate versions
of Epicor financials on separate networks to version 7.4,
and is also considering changing to a different platform
for financials in the future. In the 2009/10 financial year,
the NZTA processed approximately 61,000 AP invoices,
ranging from $2.00 for a toll charge to an excess of $3
million for a contract payment. It wants to move away
from manual processing of receipt, coding and payment
authorisation for over 400 affected users.
The project is scheduled to go live in October 2011

ECM market gets Perceptive

Anthony Giagnacovo, GM for Perceptive Software International,
is overseeing a significant push into the Australian market for the
ECM vendor, following its acquisition by Lexmark in April 2010.
While Perceptive ranks as the 8th largest global ECM vendor
globally in terms of revenue, it is firmly US-based and 95% of
revenues come from the North American market.
This has not stopped adoption by a number of organisations in
Australia. Local customers include 3M, Star City and Star Track
Express, which until now Perceptive has serviced via a local systems
integrator.
Based out of the Lexmark Australian head office in Belrose
Sydney, but operating as an independent entity, Perceptive is keen
to establish relationships with local partners. It will also be sold
through global systems integrators. Perceptive will be selling direct
through its own dedicated ECM Sales team and with the support of
the Lexmark sales force.
Perceptive has already recruited sales staff from the US and
UK for the Australian operation, and the interface to Perceptive’s
ImageNow ECM platform has been integrated into the GUI on
Lexmark scanners, printers and MFDs.
The Perceptive ECM platform is designed it to be very process
oriented so we can deliver fast payback and high ROI.
There are modular solutions for specific business processes such
as Accounts Payable, Human Resources, Contract Management
and time and expenses.
“We also have specific solutions for industry verticals, such as
higher education, patient onboarding in healthcare and financial
services,” said Giagnacovo.
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(on-premise or hosted by Maxus).
“Now more than ever, it is crucial
for Associations to be viewed
as indispensable resources and
productivity centres,” says Norma
Tovey, Managing Director of Maxus
Australia.
“Today’s leading associations
are quickly recognising the benefit
of content-centric socialisation where core knowledge is collected,
organised, and socialised to
increase awareness, provide relevant
information quickly, encourage
patronage, and help staff and members
achieve their objectives.”

Knowledge by Association

Maxus Australia has announced the launch of new application
from Inmagic designed to create and manage Social Knowledge
Networks for Associations.
Created specifically for member-based organisations, Inmagic’s
Presto AssociatioNet is designed to deliver large volumes of
content and information resources in a range of formats. Built on
Inmagic's Social Knowledge Network (SKN) technology, Inmagic
Presto, AssociatioNet creates virtual environments that combine
vetted content with community tools to facilitate topic-specific
collaboration - making activities such as monitoring regulations,
self-service information access by members and staff, and the
creation of true knowledge-based communities swift and seamless.
The application works by allowing Associations to create
KnowledgeNets, knowledge-based communities where staff
and members can organise and access diverse content, share
insights, and collaborate on information crucial to the mission
of the association and its membership community. The result is
more successful, productive and connected knowledge-based
communities.
“AUVSI’s vision is to be the focal point for the unmanned
systems global community. That means we want to be the place
people go when they need information about unmanned systems,
the industry, and related topics,” says Angela Carr, Vice President of
Information Technology at the Association for Unmanned Vehicle
Systems International (AUVSI).
“AssociatioNet gives all of our constituents - both staff and
members - access to content that is more relevant, targeted, valuable,
and specific. This sets us apart from other resources and makes us a
preferred source of information.”
Presto AssociatioNet is quick to deploy and features an easy-touse, intuitive, and flexible user interface for community members
and administrators to gain immediate access to critical information
and build high value content-centric communities.
AssociatioNet fosters Associations’ communication and
collaboration by ensuring that both digital and physical assets
(documents, books, images, video, etc.) and social content (blogs,
forums, comments, profiles) are searchable and accessible to
organisation members.
New content can be pushed to members and users can also
choose alerts when updates to documents, profiles, blogs, or
comments occur.
Content Collections are a designated set of records that users
can access from the “Browse” menu, as an alternative to searching.
Collections provide a way of grouping content type record instances
within user-defined categories.
There are multiple search options and members can request
specific materials using an online form, and track activity for
reporting.
Maxus Australia is offering a range of flexible deployment options

This screenshot from
AssociatioNet illustrates
what a member home page
might look like.

IP fax market to
hit $US700M

A report into the "Computer Fax
Markets, 2009-2014" by Research and
Markets predicts that the market will grow to $US700 million
in 2014, driven by the rise of fax over Internet protocol (FoIP)
servers, the emergence of production fax as a key market segment,
businesses connecting multifunction peripherals (MFPs) to fax
servers, and the rise of unified communications.
Trends in fax server software highlighted in the report include:
1. fax over IP servers, which will be driven by the virtualisation of
servers, by the fax-enabling of SharePoint applications, and because
FoIP saves businesses money during installation and operation.
2. production fax, which grew by 57.5% during the forecast period
from an adjusted $US69 million in 2008 to $US110 million in
2009, and will grow by a 13.8% CAGR to $US220 million by 2014.
3. multifunction peripherals (MFPs), where support by fax
servers will drive the third most growth in the market, and which
will account for 32% of fax server revenues by the end of the forecast
period.
4. unified messaging, where the rate at which fax is sold with UM
systems will nearly double during the forecast period, from 24.2%
in 2009 to 42.5% in 2014. By the end of the decade, 70% of the total
fax server market will be accounted for by desktop faxing (of which
42.5% will be for unified messaging), whereas 30% will be from
production fax. Still, in terms of pages sent, production fax will send
more than desktop fax throughout the forecast period.

SharePoint tie-in for
DotNetNuke 6 Web CMS
The latest release of the DotNetNuke Web Content Management
Platform (WCM) for Microsoft .NET, offers the ability to publish
files managed in Microsoft Office SharePoint to external Web sites.
Available in the DotNetNuke Enterprise Edition, the Microsoft
SharePoint Connector enables fast, secure publishing of documents
stored in SharePoint to public web sites, extranets, or intranets.
Organisations can securely manage their document library
within SharePoint and publish the current version of their files
using the DotNetNuke platform. The connector ensures that only
the current version of documents is exposed, ensuring adherence to
governance rules and best business practices.
The DotNetNuke core platform has been rewritten in C# and
developers can continue to build extensions in any language they
wish. A new site template has also been incorporate to make it easier
to launch new sites.
DotNetNuke 6 is available now at www.dotnetnuke.com and
is offered in three versions: Community (free), Professional, and
Enterprise Editions. Pricing starts at $US2,499 for an annual
subscription of the Professional Edition.
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Deloitte NZ takes on Document Management
with Virtualised Fax over IP from OpenText
Professional services firm consolidates resources for integrated OpenText
RightFax delivery via Microsoft Exchange and Konica Minolta MFPs.
Deloitte in New Zealand has more than 900 employees
providing a broad range of professional services
including audit, tax, risk management, accounting, and
business advisory. It has offices in Auckland, Hamilton,
Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin, serving clients
that range from New Zealand’s largest companies to
small businesses and many public sector organisations.

The challenge

Every day, Deloitte exchanges critical and often
confidential financial documents, including bank
statements, audit data, legal files, and more, with its
clients. For ease of management— including the transfer
of signed papers - Deloitte relies on faxing; however, this
exchange hasn’t always been easy.
“Years ago, each of our five offices in New Zealand had
one published fax number and an incoming fax machine
in the mail office,” says Philip van Klink, Infrastructure
Analyst with Deloitte in New Zealand.
“Employees were reliant on the mail staff to gather
incoming faxes and distribute them across the office.”
Dozens more fax machines were scattered across the
five offices for outgoing faxes. To send files, Deloitte
professionals had to print documents, walk to fax
machines, and wait for delivery confirmations. Manual
processes consumed resources in employee time, paper
supplies, and hardware maintenance.

The solution

Deloitte took its first step into electronic document
delivery by implementing OpenText RightFax Enterprise
Server with fax boards in its Auckland office and satellite
servers in Wellington and Christchurch. The main server
replaced outdated fax machines and, expanded with the
Microsoft Exchange Server module, provided accounts
to all staff members to manage inbound and outbound
faxes as attachments to their Microsoft Outlook email
messages. The satellite servers fed inbound faxes into
the main server for distribution to users.
RightFax Enterprise Server integration with MultiFunction Printers (MFPs) via a module enables users
to send faxes directly from the machines. For paper
documents, employees carry files to one of several
MFPs—previously, each attached to its own phone line—
for scan and delivery.
While integrated faxing was an improvement over
manual methods, managing servers, phone lines,
and hardware across multiple devices and locations
compounded administrative tasks. Consequently, when
the Hamilton and Dunedin offices required IP connection
to RightFax Enterprise Server, and the Auckland office
relocated to a new building and added a fleet of new
MFPs, Deloitte seized an opportunity to consolidate
and virtualise its fax solution for enterprise —and
nationwide—coverage.
“The Deloitte fax solution based on RightFax Enterprise
Server has evolved over the years from a collection
of servers with fax boards to a virtualised network fax

server solution using Cisco Routers with T.38 Fax over
IP and Konica Minolta MFPs, all centrally managed by
the Deloitte IT team in Auckland,” says Jonathan Taylor,
Sales Manager for FaxFlow, a solutions provider that
specialises in the latest fax technologies.
Taylor has managed Deloitte’s use of RightFax
technology for more than a decade since initial
installation. “We have a beneficial relationship,” van Klink
notes. “Taylor and FaxFlow know our environment and
provide a high level of expertise on OpenText solutions.”

“One virtual RightFax Enterprise Server with Fax
over IP is low-cost and easy to maintain. It’s a
small solution that looks after itself.” - Philip
van Klink, Infrastructure Analyst, Deloitte
Following the update to virtualised, IP-based faxing,
Deloitte professionals still have seamless access to
RightFax Enterprise Server capabilities via their desktop
or MFPs. Incoming faxes are delivered to Deloitte email
servers and managed at the global level. Receptionists
at each Deloitte office then forward faxes to appropriate
inboxes. Users are updated using an OpenText sync
module to map from Microsoft Active Directory to Fax
Server.
“Previously, every MFP had its own fax board and
phone line,” van Klink states. “Now, with MFPs on the
network, when users send a fax it goes through RightFax
Enterprise Server and the IP connection for reliable
delivery.”
Furthermore, the IT staff manages address boxes for
all devices from a central location.

The results

Virtual, integrated IP-based faxing with RightFax
Enterprise Server enables Deloitte to leverage existing
resources and track communication while eliminating
costly hardware, simplifying management, and
enhancing disaster recovery.

For more information on OpenText Fax Solutions,
please visit www.futureoffax.com/australia or call
+61 2 9026 3400
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Catalyst automates ediscovery
document production
Law firms and corporations engaged in ediscovery now have
a new tool that gives them full control of a critical stage of the
process: document production, with the release of the Catalyst CR
Production Module.
The module enables users of the Catalyst CR search and review
platform to take command of every step of a production, from
selecting the documents to produce through delivering them when
the production is complete.
The Catalyst CR Production Module simplifies and automates
production by allowing users to control the process directly through
its interface. The user is able to do everything from customising
the production criteria and adding the documents to be produced
to checking the documents prior to running the production and
selecting where the production documents are delivered.
Full control enables the user to monitor all aspects of the
production and manage any errors that are caused by events such as
document conversion failures.

Clearwell extends its reach

Clearwell Systems, the ediscovery software vendor recently
acquired by Symantec, has announced enhancements to its
Identification and Collection Module for targeted collection of
data. The addition of federated search-enabled keyword collection is
designed to address ediscovery challenges posed by the continuous,
exponential growth of data and the rising use of wikis, blogs and
other cloud and social media forums.
Clearwell’s keyword collections can exploit existing IT
infrastructure, such as built-in indices for Microsoft Exchange,
Microsoft SharePoint and Windows file shares, whether deployed

Classify First; Plan the Data
Governance Strategy Later
Nogacom, an Israeli developer of information
governance solutions, has launched a white paper
presented a new best-practices approach to data
governance which recommends that companies first
classify their unstructured business data, and then plan
the appropriate strategies to govern it.
This approach is detailed in a new white paper, entitled
“Classify First, Plan Later: A new approach to effective
data governance through data classification” available
on Nogacom’s website at www.nogacom.com/classify_
first.html
Most corporate data environments are pretty chaotic.
Companies have a huge number of files containing
unstructured data scattered all across their IT
environments including Word documents, PDF files,
emails, spreadsheets, presentations, etc. with more and
more of these files created every day by users across the
organisation.
Users are also freely storing, sharing, copying and
re-purposing the content of these files - often with little
regard for security and compliance best practices whether deliberately or inadvertently. This chaos directly
translates into lost business opportunities, revenue and
productivity, and exposes the company to regulatory
compliance failures together with significant financial
and legal liabilities.
“Data classification is the only way to take control of
the data environment and effectively govern it. The
conventional approach to data classification dictates

on-premise or in the cloud. Ediscovery involves an increasingly
large volume of ESI that must be collected and then processed,
analysed, reviewed and produced in the event of litigation,
regulatory inquiries or internal investigations.
Clearwell’s targeted collection capabilities provide the flexibility
to filter collections by keyword in addition to metadata such as
custodian, date range or file type. Additionally, there is the option
of leveraging federated search-enabled keyword collection to save
time and cost.
The new Clearwell module allows for the collection of the
full range of SharePoint document types including blogs, wikis,
calendar items, announcements, discussions and surveys, and
renders them in context.

ediscovery from your iPhone

Software as a service ediscovery has gone mobile with the launch of
TotalDiscovery.com on the iPhone, iPad, Blackberry and Android
devices. Business Intelligence Associates has announced that clients
can now manage their TotalDiscovery.com e-discovery projects
using any mobile device with a data connection and a supported
mobile browser. These can be used to monitor overall status, access
reporting and initiate new data collections that are accomplished
via a downloaded “DiscoveryBOT” that is capable of searching and
completing discovery tasks completely on its own.
“Now you can view and report on the status of your e-discovery
process in real time,” said Brian Schrader, BIA’s president.
“Users can now access their TotalDiscovery.com control panel
and monitor data collections and other activities in real time
without being tied to their desks.
TotalDiscovery.com also includes BIA’s Data Profiler, an
assessment tool that gives IT and Legal teams an early snapshot
of the volume and format of discovery data before spending any
money on ediscovery activities.
that you first plan your data governance strategy and
then implement it with appropriate data classification
schemas and technologies that address your specific
governance challenges and needs.
“But in reality this approach has proven to be
fundamentally flawed, difficult to apply and ineffective.
As a result companies still find themselves exposed to
the significant risk of compliance failures,” said Thomas
Quednau, Nogacom’s CEO.
Nogacom recommends a new approach whereby the
steps are reversed: first companies should classify
their unstructured data using its NogaLogic information
governance solution, and then they should plan relevant
and effective data governance strategies based on realworld intelligence gleaned from the data classification
process. This approach eliminates the significant
challenges, complexity and fear that companies have
of implementing a data classification process, and
helps avoid unnecessary spending on technologies,
infrastructure and consultants.
Nogacom’s NogaLogic is a data classification solution
for information governance that automatically identifies
and classifies unstructured data based on its business
context and value to the specific company. It also provides
detailed reports that analyse where business data is
stored and how it’s being used across the organization.
NogaLogic is fully automated, and does not require
pre-requisites such as data classifications schemas,
keyword lists, manual categorisation work or end-user
involvement.
To learn more about the NogaLogic approach and
solution, download the White Paper at www.nogacom.
com/classify_first.html
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Getting the drop on Dropbox

ATC-NY has released a new, free forensics tool for investigators
needing to read evidence files associated with Dropbox cloud
storage software. Dropbox Reader is a collection of command-line
Python scripts to aid cyber investigations. These tools can run on
Windows, Macintosh, and Linux systems. With Dropbox Reader,
you can acquire information about the registered Dropbox account,
shared directories, and synchronised files.
Dropbox Reader is now available for download, free of charge.
No registration is required. For more information or to download
this utility, go to: http://www.cybermarshal.com/index.php/
cyber-marshal-utilities.

Enabling ediscovery for Notes

Daegis has added a new technology to its ediscovery Platform to
preserve and manage Lotus Notes collaborative application data
throughout the entire process. The ediscovery platform uses this
technology to offer clients the ability to capture, process, search,
cull and review collaborative Lotus Notes applications such as
team room documents, document libraries, support systems and
customised templates for legal discovery.
Using the new functionality, Daegis platform extracts the data
including attachments and images in true native format and
ingests it for processing, culling, indexing, searching, reviewing
and production. The technology handles the applications in native
format that removes the risk of spoliation and cleanly delivers data
ready for review and production.
This capability is critical for corporate clients who need to include
the data contained within Notes applications as part of discovery
for legal or regulatory compliance matters.

TransPerfect Legal offers
Equivio ediscovery
Global ediscovery provider TransPerfect Legal Solutions (TLS),
with offices in Sydney and Hong Kong, is expanding its ediscovery
offerings with Equivio’s technology for grouping of near-duplicates
and email threads.
The grouping of near-duplicates and email threads allows lawyers
to skip redundant data, while focusing exclusively on the unique
information in each document. By enhancing the ease of data
identification, Equivio reduces the risk of missing key information.
The Equivio groupings also ensure similar documents are treated
consistently, increase review productivity and help litigators meet
tight deadlines.
“With their strong position in the e-discovery and translation
space, TransPerfect is truly a leading provider of global legal
support.,” said Amir Milo, CEO of Equivio.
“We are pleased to partner with an industry leader like TLS,
especially given their commitment to bringing clients smart and
innovative legal support solutions for meeting today’s complex
litigation challenges.”

Guidance for next generation
digital forensics
Guidance Software has announced the newest version of its flagship
digital forensic solution -- EnCase Forensic version 7.
The company claims it is the biggest EnCase Forensic product
release in more than four years; offering a streamlined interface,
automated evidence processing, optimised case management,
integrated support for smartphones and tablets and more.
“EnCase Forensic version 7 gives the forensic community a new,
powerful solution to perform faster, more effective investigations,”
said Victor Limongelli, president and chief executive officer,
Guidance Software.
“We’ve taken everything that users love about EnCase Forensic

Nuix takes up early case assessment

Australia’s Nuix has added new capabilities for early
case assessment with the launch of version 3.4 of its
ediscovery and forensic investigation software.
Nuix is promising enriched review and export
functionality alongside its processing speed and search
capabilities. Nuix has improved performance for large
scale on-site reviews, as well as new supported data
types, speedier data review and case assessment
functionality.
“The core elements of any case mostly rely on
a relatively small number of documents and
communications, so it is extremely important that this
key information is found and understood quickly,” said
Nuix CEO, Eddie Sheehy.
“Nuix 3.4 raises the bar when it comes to enabling
early case assessment. Litigators and investigative
teams can assess their case and build a strategy at the
earliest possible time - which is a very different value
proposition to early data assessment solutions.”
“Many traditional investigative solutions are limited to
undertaking early data assessment which is primarily
intended to work out the potential cost of an eDiscovery
case or to undertake a quick, keyword-based review.”
The launch of Nuix 3.4 follows a significant investment
by Macquarie Capital into Nuix.
Full details on the new features and enhancements
available in Nuix 3.4 are available at www.nuix.com/
release.

and made it better by delivering ease of use, automation, and
scalability features that address the challenges faced by investigators
worldwide.”
A new workflow-driven approach to forensics has been
incorporated into the product that automates common tasks,
completes comprehensive searches, identifies relevant items, and
creates reports faster.
www.fulcrum.net.au

kCura unveils Relativity 7
ediscovery platform
kCura ‘s release of its Relativity 7 ediscovery platform promises
improvements to the review experience, enhancements for
administrators and case managers, more tools for building custom
applications, and updates to the user interface.
“We have more than 40,000 users in Relativity on a monthly
basis. Most of these individuals are doing the document review,”
said Andrew Sieja, president and CEO of kCura. “We wanted
Relativity 7 to really focus on the reviewers. Relativity 7 will help
reviewers make faster, more informed decisions.”
A pane on the left-hand side of the review interface lists all
keywords, along with the number of times they hit in the document
being viewed. This makes review faster by giving users instant
context about the importance of a document.
When reviewing similar documents, users can carry coding
decisions from one document to the next with a single click. This
speeds up review by eliminating redundant mouse clicks and
keystrokes.
Relativity 7 lets users easily jump to any redaction or annotation
in a document and email thread display in Relativity has been
improved via a new script. The improvement gives users a clear
visual indication of replies and forwards within a thread.
An updated viewer engine provides better rendering of PDFs
and certain types of email files, making native file viewing easier.
Additionally, users can now expand Excel spreadsheets to show all
hidden columns.
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The future of discovery
David McGrath reviews the recent Australian Law Reform Commission
report on discovery in Australian law, and its potential implications for
corporate and government information managers.
Discovery has been described as a cornerstone of our legal system.
One that has been credited with saving time, reducing expense and
assisting courts to decide matters on their merits.
In discovery, litigants are forced to ‘show their hand’ by turning
over its documents, good and bad, to its opponents. It means that
there can be no trial by ambush and that parties are aware of the
case they have to meet. One practical outcome of discovery is that
many matters settle well before court.
Although discovery has a long history in our legal system, it
has recently faced new challenges. Ironically, the arch villain is
information technology which has resulted in an exponential
growth in the creation and storage of documents, particularly in
electronic format.
As a result, the discovery system has become choked with too
much information. The practical steps involved in collecting,
reviewing and producing this information, often stored in a myriad
of locations and formats, creates a range of issues which dramatically
escalates discovery costs.
The costs can be completely out of proportion to the original
issues in dispute. At this point, they became a barrier to accessing
justice as well as a drain on the public purse (by tying up too much
court time). This naturally caught the attention of government and
ultimately led to the Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC)
review.
It was clear that something had to be done. After all, litigants
fighting tooth and nail for large sums of money and business
reputation, are unlikely to be transparent about their own discovery
processes or make concessions with respect to their opponent’s
discovery.

Open to abuse

The current discovery system with its mix of adversarial, self
reporting and honour based elements was open to abuse with
parties either requesting or delivering unreasonably large volumes
of documents. Making an unnecessarily large discovery request
imposes unnecessary and onerous cost burdens on the producing
party, whereas giving
overly large discovery
can effectively bury
potentially
adverse
documents in a morass of
meaningless material.
Even where litigants
and their representatives
do correctly balance their
duties to their clients
and the court, discovery
expectations were not
always clear, and practices
were inconsistent, which
again led to increased
costs. Either way, the
current system is skewed
towards
increased
discovery obligations and
ballooning costs.
David McGrath is a Sydney-based solicitor
After an exhaustive 12
with extensive ediscovery experience.
months of consultations,

submissions and public hearings, the ALRC released its final report
Managing Discovery: Discovery of Documents in Federal Courts in May.
The 380 page report puts forward 27 policy recommendations for
improving the practical operation and effectiveness of discovery of
documents in federal courts.
One of the report’s key themes is the “uneasy tension between the
time and money that discovery can involve and the right of parties
for a reasonable opportunity to present their case”. In order to better
balance this tension and keep discovery costs in check, the ALRC
recommended that:
1. Parties better identify the issues in proceedings
2. Judges take on the role of robust discovery case managers.
3. Parties are required to submit discovery plans.
4. Judges will be trained in specific ediscovery techniques.
5. Best practice discovery guidelines are to be developed.
6. Judges will have more power to tailor discovery orders to suit
the case.
7. Judges will be encouraged to use adverse costs orders to manage
parties’ discovery behaviour.
8. Judges can take oral evidence on discovery issues.
According to an article he published in the Australian, our
Attorney – General, Robert McClelland agrees with the report’s
overall direction saying that it could save millions in just one major
case.
At the heart of the ALRC’s vision for proportionate and efficient
discovery in the modern era is a new breed of "techno judge".
The new techno judge will, in addition to possessing one of
the nation's finest legal minds, be fluent with ediscovery and an
excellent facilitator.
Judges will be schooled in the specific technologies and practices
used to discover electronically-stored information, and how to
evaluate a discovery plan. With eyes firmly fixed on the fast, efficient
and inexpensive but just resolution of disputes, they are to robustly
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guide the parties down a proportionate and efficient discovery path.
The irony of this proposal is that many believe that currently,
judges are the weakest link.
Inconsistency in judicial practice (i.e. some judges less savvy
with ediscovery than others) and a lack of engagement by judges on
ediscovery matters were both subjects raised in the review.
They result in plans for reasonable or proportionate ediscovery
not being properly tested in the court. In addition, any inconsistency
in case management by judges or uncertainty as to what is expected
of parties, can lead to protracted litigation and inflated costs.
In order to know enough about detailed discovery plans to assess
and interrogate them, judges must first understand the technology
issues and whether or not they might give rise to legal issues. The
need for training in methods of discovering electronically stored
information was noted as being particularly pressing.
In larger matters, where the task of managing discovery would
take up too much time, judges may delegate the role to specially
trained registrars or referees.
Registrars are court officers who can exercise judicial powers.
Generally speaking, discovery matters will be delegated to them.
Referees are specialists who can engage ‘at length’ and with a ‘high
degree of technical competence’ in the detail of a discovery process.
These are likely to be chosen where only where registrars are
unavailable or the discovery process is particularly long or complex.
Whichever route is chosen, the judge still maintains ultimate
responsibility for the matter and generally litigants will have some
recourse to the judge if they don’t agree with the registrar’s or
referees’ decision.
In order to make clear and informed decisions about
proportionality and efficiency, the judge will need clear and accurate
information at their fingertips.

Discovery plans

The ALRC recommends the introduction of discovery plans
setting out further details of the practical steps required of the
parties in the process of discovery. In addition, best practice
guidelines will be developed to provide a benchmark that judges
can use when scrutinising discovery plans.
The best practice guidelines will go further than previous
practice notes asking parties to consider specific discovery planning
matters such as likely custodians and repositories of relevant
documents, the crucial issues in dispute, search strategies, whether
or not a repository is reasonably accessible etc. Parties may need to
complete a questionnaire or even be required to provide an outline
of evidence or exchange of critical documents.
Judges will have the ability to orally examine document
custodians and IT managers and will be given greater powers to
customise discovery orders to suit the circumstances of the case.
Litigants will be expected to fully co-operate with the new regime
which will not be pain free. Over time, however, the opening of
litigant’s ediscovery plans to the judgment of the other parties and

the court will inevitably lead to the development of better standards
and precedents, which will feed into future ediscovery practices.
In the writer’s view, although the ALRC takes an important step
by acknowledging the inherent difficulties in the area and providing
important discovery resources and support for the major players in
the process, work in this area is far from finished.
Although the legal system is often criticised for failing to keep up
with technology another view is that the courts, through no fault
of their own, have unwittingly become dumping grounds of poor
information management practices by business.

Although the legal system is often
criticised for failing to keep up with
technology another view is that
the courts, through no fault of
their own, have unwittingly become
dumping grounds of poor information
management practices by business.
Business consumes technology in order to create a competitive
advantage, creating enormous volumes of information in the
course of doing so. Once the business is transacted however there
is little incentive for business to spend money on managing this
information so that it is readily accessible.
As time passes, this legacy information builds and aggregates.
Original document custodians and IT staff move on. The original
technology used by the business to create the information is
replaced, meaning that the old information can now only be
accessed through legacy technologies which are more expensive to
implement.
If the organisation becomes embroiled in litigation, particularly
years down the track, the information in question will likely have
become costly to retrieve.
Although courts have so far steadily refused to dictate to
litigants how to manage their information prior to litigation there
is a powerful argument for businesses that use technology to be
responsible for producing the information created by it, when
required by law.
Although the ALRC recommends the development of discovery
best practice guidelines there does not appear to be any practical
recommendations for setting up or resourcing that development.
Indeed, as the technology and information landscape continues to
change, so standards and practices will need to be revised.
So, just in case you were tempted to think that this latest set of
reforms will be the final word in ediscovery reform – think of the
Castle, consider the serenity, and gently remind yourself that “you’re
dreaming”.
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PDF/A for Archiving in Plain English
Dean Sappey explains the reasoning behind the PDF/A standard and
how it is different from a “normal” PDF with as few acronyms and as
little jargon and technical explanation as possible.
Recently there have been several announcements by the US
Federal Courts indicating that they are moving to adopt the PDF/A
(Portable Document Format for Archiving) standard for electronic
filing of case documents. In addition, government and industry
bodies from various countries are mandating that electronic
documents for archiving must be PDF/A compliant.
While most people understand the basic concept of the Portable
Document Format (PDF) and why it is useful, it is not necessary
to understand how the PDF document is created—nor should
it. However, the adoption of the PDF/A standard changes this
“hands-off” approach to some degree. IT departments and staff will
need to familiarise themselves with the standard so that they can
implement new workflows, and can support their users who will
undoubtedly have questions.
The key then is to meet the PDF/A requirements in a way that
gives users a general understanding without having to know all the
technical “nuts and bolts” of the standard.
There are some common frequently asked questions:
1. What is PDF/A, and how is it different from a non-PDF/A
document?
2. How do I know if a document is PDF/A compliant?
3. How do I create a PDF/A document?
4. Is there a way to make documents PDF/A ready, without
actually converting them to PDF/A?
5. Should I implement these changes to existing PDF workflows?
6. Should I be converting every document to PDF/A now?

What is PDF/A and how is it different from a
non-PDF/A document?
The Portable Document Format (PDF) was developed almost
20 years ago. It was intended as a way of allowing users to share
documents—this wasn’t possible previously. PDF allows users
to share content with others irrespective of applications, fonts or
system settings.
The PDF can be read on screen or printed from any machine. The
PDF document provides us with a number of other benefits:
Portability – PDFs are usually smaller than the original
document, making it easier to email and to post on web sites.
Fidelity – a PDF document is an exact copy, image or replica of
the original. This cannot be said of Microsoft Word documents. For
example, sending a MS Word document to a colleague or external
third party, who might have a different version of MS Word or
different printer, can produce differences between the documents.
Reliability – you can open a PDF document on any system

(Windows, Mac, Unix etc.) and it will display exactly the same on
each machine as long as you have Adobe Reader.
Security - PDF documents can be secured in a number of ways.
Users can apply an open password to the document. The recipient
needs to know the password in order to open the document. You can
encrypt PDF documents to prevent users from editing, changing or
manipulating the document. You can also apply digital signatures
to the PDF to authenticate the document. A PDF application
should also have redaction capability.
Like many software products in their early days, PDF had a
clear and simple set of features and functionality. As the format has
developed and been adopted over the years, PDFs have become
much richer and much more complex.
For example, a user can attach or embed non-PDF content such
as multimedia, attachments (Word, Outlook, and Lotus Notes),
links to other external documents and websites as well as JavaScript
code, which performs special automated actions. The end result is
that PDFs may not be device or software independent.
Adding native content to the PDF document requires the
recipient in many cases to have the media player and software
(Word, Outlook, and Lotus Notes) to view this content reliably.
Often when a PDF is provided to a government agency or a Court,
the PDF cannot be viewed as intended because the receiver doesn’t
have the appropriate software applications or versions installed.

FEATURE

PDF/A-1A

PDF/A-1B

Standard

Recommended for creating accessible PDF/ A-compliant
documents

Recommended for
most archiving
purposes)

Text-searchable

Must be text-searchable
(Image PDFs should be
OCR’d)

Optional
requirement

Unicode

Without Unicode, text cannot be read out loud by
screen reader software. A precise and complete text
search can only be ensured using Unicode.
If Unicode is not used, content analysis is not possible.

Optional
requirement

Tagged
(Accessible)

Must be tagged

Optional
requirement
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FEATURE

RULE

COMMENTS

PDF version

Based on 1.4
version PDF
(Acrobat 5 or
higher)

Technically can be higher than 1.4 format
as long as it doesn’t include features and
functionality not part of the 1.4 spec. But
for simplicity, save as 1.4 format

Security

Not allowed

No encryption of any kind, no passwords

Multimedia

Embedded audio
and video not
allowed

No movies or sound files

JavaScript

Not allowed

No embedded JavaScript such as automated
functions in PDF forms

Embedded fonts

All fonts must
be embedded

Includes the ‘base’ fonts such as Arial, Times.
Invisible text (as created by OCR software)
does not need to be embedded

Attachments

Not Allowed

No attachments

Transparency and
Layers

Not allowed

Must be one layer and
no “transparent” objects

PDF Portfolios

Not allowed

Acrobat Pro Portfolios (Binders) not allowed

pdfDocs Binders

Allowed

A pdfDocs Binder can be converted to a single,
PDF/A-compliant document

This table presents a summary of PDF/A requirements. Most other technical requirements of the PDF/A standard are covered by your software application and
provider, so these are not highlighted here in the interests of not getting too technical.

This is an issue particularly for long-term document archiving.
Government, corporate and legal archivists need certainty when
storing documents that they can be viewed and printed reliably
long into the future. It is essential that the document can be viewed
regardless of the operating system, installed software applications
and fonts.
As long as a PDF reader is available, PDF documents from the
past should still be readable. Due to the increasing complexity
and in some cases loss of document fidelity and reliability, the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) agreed on
a ‘subset’ of features that would be included in a PDF/A to ensure
device and software independence.
This subset of features or standard is referred to as PDF/A ISO- 19005-1:2005. According to the specification, the following
terms are recommended when referring to the ISO 19005-1:2005
specification when the full ISO name is not being used:
PDF/A – a synonym for the ISO 19005 family of standards ;
PDF/A-1 – a synonym for ISO 19005-1;
PDF/A-1a – a synonym for ISO 19005-1 Level A conformance;
PDF/A-1b – a synonym for ISO 19005-1 Level B conformance
Put simply, PDF/A takes a subset of features from the PDF format
to ensure the fidelity of the PDF document, and that there is no
reliance on any other software components or applications being
installed (other than a ‘Reader’ application), which could prevent
viewing or printing of the document in the future.
Whilst the PDF specification continues to change each time
a new version of Adobe Acrobat is released, the ISO decided on a
base line version that included the important features of the PDF.
It chose version 1.4 of the PDF specification (this was released with
Adobe Acrobat version 5) and these documents can be opened by
Adobe Reader 5 and higher. PDF/A documents are like any other
PDF - they have the same windows file extension (.PDF), same icon
and can be opened by any PDF application. Think of PDF/A as a
normal PDF document but with certain restrictions.
Once a PDF document passes a validation test, it can be marked
as PDF/A compliant. There are two levels of PDF/A conformance
- PDF/A-1a, and PDF/A-1b. The “a” designation refers to those
required “Accessible” attributes for users with disabilities, and the
“b” designation refers to “Basic.”
For the US Courts and most government agencies either format is

generally acceptable, but you should check to confirm requirements
as this can vary from country to country.
Certainly, the PDF/A-1b conformance level is the easier to create
and is the most widely supported by software developers globally.

How do I know if a document is PDF/A
compliant?
For a document to be PDF/A compliant it must pass a test
confirming that only allowable PDF/A features are contained in the
document. When a software product creates a PDF/A document
you can assume that as long as the software is of professional quality,
the document will be PDF/A compliant.
You should use software applications from reputable developers
like pdfDocs Desktop or Acrobat Professional to create PDF/Acompliant documents. An easy way to determine if a document
meets PDF/A compliance is to simply open the document in Adobe
Reader.
On the Standards pane you will see a small icon, which when
clicked will indicate the status of the document, ie whether it is
compliant or not. Another way of making this even more obvious to
users working with PDF/A documents in Adobe Reader is to select
Edit Menu > Preferences > Documents and to ensure the View
documents in PDF/A mode is selected.
This will display the blue status bar at the top of the document
(which can be hidden by clicking on the blue ‘i’ icon).
The fact that this status of compliance is displayed should not
be taken as a guarantee that the document is compliant. The
reason being that any further editing, merging or changing of the
document is likely to invalidate PDF/A compliance.
The only way to guarantee that a document is PDF/A
compliant after editing or modifying is to test it again. This can
only be accomplished if your software provides this functionality.
DocsCorp will be releasing its own ‘Validate PDF/A’ option
(available as a free enhancement for existing users of pdfDocs
Desktop 3) to test external PDF documents for validation.
Adobe provides this capability in its Acrobat Professional 6 and
higher software (not Reader or Standard) using its Pre- flight engine.
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Should I validate every time? For PDF files created by professional
software you trust and know, there is no need to validate. PDF files
created by an external party need to be validated.
Creating a PDF/A document is only possible with software
applications designed to do so. Typically they have the ability to
save or output as PDF/A compliant. If the conformance level is not
specified, you can assume it is PDF/A-1b.
If you are using pdfDocs Desktop, you can simply set the
Organizer output options for Compliance to PDF/A. For Acrobat
Professional 8 and higher, simply select ‘Save as PDF/A.’ However,
and this is a big however, you may find that when converting
existing PDF documents to PDF/A, some parts of your document
may now look a little different. You may find that some of the fonts
have changed.
If the fonts in the original PDF were not ‘embedded’ and you
do not have those fonts installed on your computer, they will be
substituted during the conversion process. This could produce
changes to the document as the font change may result in
overlapping paragraphs and/or incorrect formatting.
How can you tell if this is going to happen?
Simply open up your PDF in Adobe Reader, select File Menu
> Properties > Fonts. Check that the word “embedded” displays
against each font used in the document. If the fonts are embedded,
there should be no problems.
Missing Bits - objects may be removed from the PDF. If your
document contained videos, audio, or embedded attachments
for example, they will be removed from your document without
warning. So, beware! In particular, if you have PDF forms that
have automatic functions that calculate fields, perform automated
routines such as moving to another page, inserting pages, etc, all this
functionality provided by JavaScript will be lost when you convert
the PDF document to PDF/A.

Is there a way to make documents PDF/A
ready, without actually converting them?
There are some simple steps you can implement so that any PDF
document you create can be easily and reliably converted to PDF/A.
Set the document output format to 1.4 version—this limits the
objects you can save in your PDF to those most closely matching
the PDF/A specification so that you don’t have a concern that items
stored in your PDF will be removed when converted to PDF/A.
Embed all fonts - if your software does not provide this
automatically for all fonts (including the base fonts), change the
settings so that this does occur. If you are using pdfDocs Desktop,
this setting is on by default. If using Acrobat you will need to change
the default standard conversion setting.
A dilemma facing law firms in particular in the United States is
when to start preparing documents to be e-filed with the Courts in
the PDF/A standard. Should they wait until it is made mandatory
by a particular Court, or should they start submitting it now in the
PDF/A standard?
From the information already provided in this document you
should now be clear that a PDF/A document is actually just a
normal PDF document, but with feature restrictions. Therefore,
you can start e-filing all your documents in PDF/A now as these
will be valid. The Courts in the United States are accepting case
documents in both PDF and PDF/A.
The advantage of setting up a PDF/A workflow now for e-filing
is that you will have had time to tweak and fine-tune any new
procedures so that you are ready whenever filing case documents in
PDF/A with the Courts becomes mandatory.
There are two possible answers to this question. If PDF/A
is required for archiving and compliance, then this is an easy
answer—of course they must be PDF/A compliant. If you are using
a Document Management System and are storing documents for
short-term use, (not for archiving), then PDF/A is not for you. Just
convert the documents to PDF/A when you need to file them with a

PDF/A 2 standard flies ahead

The International Organisation for Standardisation
(ISO) has released part two of the PDF/A standard
for the long-term archiving of electronic documents.
The PDF/A 2 standard provides protection against
tampering, support for embedding a document's colour
information and the ability to ensure that only fonts with
unambiguous encoding information are being used.
The standard's official document title is "Document
management – Electronic document file format for
long-term preservation – Part 2: Use of ISO 32000-1
(PDF/A-2)."
The first part of the PDF/A standard is based on
PDF 1.4; PDF/A-2, on the other hand, is based on PDF
1.7 – the PDF version which has itself become an ISO
standard. PDF 1.7 supports a range of improvements un
document technology such as JPEG2000 compression,
transparency effects and layers, the embedding of
OpenType fonts, and provisions for digital signatures in
accordance with the PADeS (PDF Advanced Electronic
Signatures) standard.
Part two of the standard also offers the possibility
to embed PDF/A files into PDF/A-2. This allows groups
of documents to be archived coherently as individual
documents. PDF/A-1 will initially remain in effect
without limitation, and there is no immediate reason
to convert documents that don't require the added
functionality of PDF/A-2.
According to Luratech, creator of the LuraDocument
PDF Compressor, the PDF/A-2 standard creates a basis
for saving documents at 1:1 scale; something which is
required in geographical applications, among others.
Because the page limit is now 381 by 381 kilometres,
instead of PDF/A-1’s five-by-five metre limit.
In a further improvement, layers can be switched on
and off as desired. This is useful, for instance, when
needing to display only the black and white layer of a
colour document, or to print a file without a distracting
background.

Court or provide to a government agency.
Why is this? – mainly because you will lose some PDF
functionality, particularly if you are storing PDF forms in your
Document Management System.

Summary

The PDF/A standard is gaining momentum and is being widely
adopted by government and industry bodies globally. 2011 will be
the year that law firms in the United States must file case documents
electronically with the Courts in PDF/A. PDF/A is simply a subset
of the PDF 1.4 specification (Acrobat 5), which excludes certain
elements from the document as well as requiring other elements
such as fonts, colour profile and metadata to be embedded in the
PDF to ensure that the document can be viewed and printed in the
distant future and will remain true to the original.
Even if you are not required to create PDF/A currently, it is a
good idea to at least make them PDF/A ready. This will ensure that
you will be able to convert them to PDF/A reliably when required.
Equally, it is good practice to create this type of PDF document as it
results in smaller files, ensures document fidelity and can be reliably
viewed by your recipients.
So that’s it – now you know as much as you really need to know
about PDF/A documents without being too technical.
Dean Sappey is President and co-founder of DocsCorp. After selling his
first legal software business in 2000 to Solution 6 (ASX), he co-founded
DocsCorp to develop software products for document management
professionals.
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There’s 2,277 people. You can count them if you like.*
Knowing the right numbers is important, especially if you are investing large amounts of money in
advertising. So at the CAB, we count.We audit print and digital publications, websites, exhibitions
and email newsletters to make sure you’re getting exactly what you are paying for. Surely that’s
important. If you’re sponsoring or advertising with a non-audited piece of media, you could
be wasting your money. Don’t take that risk, only use audited media. www.auditbureau.org.au
*Go ahead, if we are wrong we’ll gladly send you an iPad 2. But don’t hold your breath.
P.S. Part people count as one whole person.

You can count on us
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CVISION unveils Maestro
Recognition Server 5.0

ThinPrintReader secures
network printing

Industrial-strength PDF conversion and OCR of documents
is promised by a new server-based solution from CVISION
Technologies, Maestro Recognition Server 5.0. Able to provide
automated, batch processing OCR, in “Real-Time” mode Maestro
5.0 can process up to 20 pages per second.
Delivered from a centralised server, Maestro enables
organisations to integrate OCR as part of their existing document
and imaging workflow while allowing users to perform advanced
image processing functions in addition to OCR.
Maestro’s OCR engine can be configured in a “Real-Time” speed
mode that can process up to 20 pages per second (10 pages/core/
second).
High accuracy recognition rates are achieved by leveraging
advanced image processing techniques, including: re-sampling,
foreground/background separation, and auto-rotation.
Maestro 5.0 features:
• High volume PDF conversion;
• OCR in four modes, including: Real-time (up to 20 pages/
second);
• Image Processing: de-skew, de-speckle, image clean-up, autorotation;
• Complete PDF control: edit protect, print protect, and readprotect; and
• SharePoint Integration: Generate PDF documents that can be
inserted into and searched from SharePoint.
PDF control is achieved through web optimisation, advanced
security, PDF/A compliance, metadata insertion, PDF display
control, Bates stamping, and headers and footers.
Other features that are supported include automatic page
detection and rotation, automatic colour inversion, automatic
cropping, and colour re-sampling.
A free evaluation of CVISION’s Maestro Recognition Server
is available online and licenses can be purchased on CVISION’s
online e-store.

EzeScan boosts discovery support

The EzeScan DISCOVERY module has been enhanced to include
improved support for automated data capture from supplier
invoices.
DISCOVERY now provides a higher accuracy hit rate on
captured data fields like Invoice Number, GST and Total.
The updated module is included in the latest version of the
EzeScan product suite, which also adds the ability to automatically
start to profile (F4) a document directly from scanning or import
file mode.
This means that if a job requires no QA step then the operator
can simply hit the job button, EzeScan will scan or import the
document, run enhancements and automatically profile the
document to its destination.
EzeScan now allows operators to insert a pre-defined barcode
cover sheet when one is required. This saves operators having to
scan a barcode coversheet if one needs to be inserted or replaced.
The Meridio connector now supports populating ACL and
metadata properties when creating Class and Folder objects.
- The Meridio connector can bypass a document upload to create
folders and classes only.
This can be used to automatically build out a class/folder
structure into which documents can be uploaded.
Other additions in the latest version include support for Objective
version 8.1, as well as secure (https) authentication with SharePoint
2010.
This will allow EzeScan to connect and upload into a SharePoint
document library via secure HTTP connections.

How fast can it happen: an employee prints out a document, which
contains confidential or sensitive data, and when he or she arrives
at the printer it is gone. Whether by mistake or intention – sensitive
data is not intended for curious eyes or strangers, yet companies are
often not prepared for this kind of risk.
SEH has developed its new ThinPrintReader TPR-10 to provide
a solution for Personal Printing with a document stored on a server
and only printed when employees authenticate themselves at any
network printer. The device promises wide compatibility with
different printer models and is transparently connected between
printer and network. It does not require its own IP address. As a
result, it does not interfere with the existing network infrastructure
such as accounting or monitoring systems.
At the printer, contactless RFID card technology is used to
authenticate the employee and release the print job.

A2iA speeds handwritten OCR

A2iA has unveiled new functionality within its DocumentReader
unstructured document classification and data extraction toolkit,
to enhance workflow automation in the healthcare, government,
insurance, financial services, banking and BPO markets.
The new feature-set found within A2iA DocumentReader is a
Semi-Automated Assisted Keying functionality that speeds the
processing of complex, columnar data, including both printed and
handwritten information.
Simple point-and-click functionality allow users to perform quick
and interactive data extraction from full columns of information
such as invoices or banking documents. By allowing an operator
to capture alpha, numeric, and alpha-numeric information like
identification numbers, diagnostic codes and dates, it promises to
speed manual keying.

Document Control course

Aconex, the Australian provider of online collaboration solutions to
construction and engineering projects, has launched an accredited
course for the document control profession.
Developed and run by industry professionals, the four-day
Certificate IV in Document Control in a Project Environment aims
to improve attendees’ document control effectiveness so that they
can reduce project and organisational risk.
The national qualification, which is accredited by the Australian
Government Department of Education, covers areas such as:
best practice records management based on ISO standards; the
application of risk management principles; and the use of industry
tools to optimise and streamline records management.
Dr. Cynthia Wang, Lecturer of the Built Environment at
University of Technology Sydney and a Member of the Chartered
Institute of Building (CIOB), said: “This course will cover the
current disconnect between vocational training and higher
education. It’s something that both document controllers and the
industry need.”
Course dates are available at Aconex.com/DocumentControl.
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RightFax 10 adds cloud support

OpenText is adding enhanced security for sending and receiving
faxes from cloud-based office systems, including Microsoft Office
365 and Google Apps, with the release of RightFax 10.
In addition to enhanced support for cloud-based office systems,
the new release makes it easier, faster and more secure to integrate
faxing into business processes and workflows with new features
such as barcode routing, searchable PDF delivery and enhanced
Microsoft Outlook 2010 and Lotus Notes 8.5 integration.
Fax technology is relied on to finalise transactions and to meet
regulatory requirements in many industries, with particular
emphasis in healthcare and life sciences, financial services,
government, mortgage services, manufacturing and legal. In these
industries, fax servers such as RightFax are used to eliminate
the need for paper-based faxing and integrate fax into business
workflow and unified communications systems.
RightFax 10 includes native, searchable PDF documents and
barcode routing technologies. This means that the system delivers
to all common end points fax documents that are already overlaid
with results from optical character recognition along with high
reliability routing options. This leads to better archiving and
management of fax documents.
Branch Office Server has been introduced for multi-site
organisations that need to meet corporate policies and regulations
for fax document handling and retention. The Branch Office Server
is suited for Cisco’s ISR G2 SRE Module. www.rightfax.com.

ActiveDocs’ SharePoint Opus

ActiveDocs has announced a new module for its document
automation and template management software, Opus, that
delivers closer integration with SharePoint.
The module gives SharePoint users access to Opus document
automation without leaving their SharePoint interface. When a
SharePoint user needs to create or finalise a document stored in the
SharePoint repository, ActiveDocs Opus recognises the message
coming from SharePoint through an extended web service.
ActiveDocs Opus creates the document for the user through a
wizard. Once the document is created or modified, the SharePoint
workflows are invoked for routing or storage.
The integration allows ActiveDocs Opus to be used to create
documents which are then stored and routed for approval in
SharePoint. Having ActiveDocs Opus available throughout
approval and revision cycles also retains the complex business logic
that ActiveDocs Opus enables users to apply to documents. If Opus
were not integrated into SharePoint workflows, users would either
lose that business logic or they would need IT to create SharePoint
applications to retain it.

Canon prints/scans to the cloud

Canon has launched a free Cloud Connect capability for its
imageRUNNER ADVANCE multifunction devices (MFD).
Cloud Connect provides the ability to scan-to, print or store
documents on Microsoft SharePoint Online or Google Docs from
their multifunction device (MFD) without the need for a PC.
Stored data can be accessed remotely from a smartphone,
tablet or laptop, and printed directly to the imageRUNNER
ADVANCE device. Able to be downloaded from the Canon
website, the functionality is provided through Canon’s JAVAbased development platform known as “MEAP” (Multifunctional
Embedded Application Platform).

Zooming into Cumulus data

Canto partner and local developer Aimtec has released a new
Canto Cumulus 8 add-on called ZoomA, a ‘deep zoom’ image
server and viewer for images and documents displayed as a preview
in Cumulus Sites and Web Client modules.
ZoomA (pron. ‘zoomer’) is a quick and easy way to get ‘up close

Shrinking email attachments

Swiss-based storage vendor balesio AG is promising
to directly reduce the total cost associated with email
by 40-75% through the automatic compression of
attachments on the fly, using the latest version of its
flagship FILEminimizer Suite.
balesio makes other products that
minimise
the footprint of unstructured data files stored on
servers and shared NAS and SAN drives. Whereas
FILEminimizer Suite enables companies to ensure
unstructured files are optimised before they first enter
the corporate email network.
As a result, when a file such as an image or a PDF
is shrunk to up to a fourth of its original size, it enters
the email data lifecycle as a smaller file, even though
its visual quality and functionality remain unaltered,
leading to higher email storage utilisation and
network efficiency from the start. The new version of
FILEminimizer Suite also features compression of PDF
files, the most recent addition to balesio’s stable of data
reduction technology.
The new version offers smoother integration
into Microsoft Exchange and Lotus Notes Domino
environments. FILEminimizer comes with a multilingual client interface and offers integration for
Microsoft Outlook 2003 – 2010 and Lotus Notes 6.x or
higher. Five powerful compression settings allow users
to choose the level of file optimisation they require each
time, while all optimisation settings can be centrally
configured and made invisible for the end user.

and personal’ with your digital assets in Cumulus. ZoomA sits on
top of your Cumulus Sites or Web Module Internet access option
to provide ‘deep zoom’ capability for all images and documents for
which Cumulus displays a Preview. Using the built-in Cumulus
Scheduler, you can now display images and documents in fine detail
without having to download them.
ZoomA windows are fully resizeable and there is also a full page
mode to let you view as much as possible at one time. ZoomA works
by delivering only those parts of the image that you wish to see - no
waiting for huge downloads to see the details you need.
More info at www.databasics.com.au/canto/aimtec_addons.html

Alfresco delivers Team tool

Open source ECM vendor Alfresco has launched a new content
collaboration product, Alfresco Team, including iOS apps for the
iPad and iPhone.
The company says it isn’t a consumer-oriented file sharing tool,
instead offering a full collaboration platform with enterprise-grade
features like workflows.
Team members can preview documents, leave comments, or
“favourite” it for easy access later. Finished content is then tagged
and categorised so it is easily retrievable.
“We designed and built Alfresco Team based on what we
have learned from five years as the leading open source content
management company,” said John Powell, president and CEO of
Alfresco.
“Alfresco Team brings the power of the Alfresco platform to
departments and teams across that globe that are focused on
creating great content. If your business is content or document
creation, then Alfresco Team was built for you.”
Complementing the core Alfresco Team product are new iPhone
and iPad apps that provide mobile access to Alfresco Team sites and
content capture.
A Free Forever 5-User, 500-Document Trial of Alfresco Team is
available at http://team.alfresco.com. Subscription pricing starts at
10 users for under $US2000 per year.
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Movers & Shakers
Nuix, the Australian-based provider of electronic discovery (eDiscovery)
and investigation technology software, has announced the appointment
of Angela Bunting to the global role of Customer Support and Quality
Assurance Manager. A recognised litigation technology support expert,
Angela brings more than a decade of experience in the Australian litigation
support industry, including management and technical roles at Mallesons
Stephen Jaques, and most recently as technical lead at Law in Order, Australia’s
leading litigation support bureau.
Eddie Sheehy, CEO of Nuix, added, ““Angela is of the highest calibre in
the litigation support industry in Australia, and is a fantastic addition to our
team. She will not only play a role with our growing legal, advisory, corporate
and government customer base who are undertaking more eDiscovery and
internal investigations, but will also play a major global support role.”

Event diary
Gartner Application Architecture,
Development and Integration Summit

9-10 August 2011
Gartner Fellow David Mitchell Smith will present his
take on ‘Google, Microsoft, VMware and Amazon
— How Cloud Computing Changes the Vendor
Landscape’. Case study presentations include:
Using Cloud as An Application Platform – Eugene
Zaid, Westpac; Connecting the Campus to the
Cloud, and Beyond – Peter Nikoletatos, CIO, Curtin
University; and Evolving your Organization’s
“Applications Capability”— Al Sheehan, George
Weston Foods

www.gartner.com/ap/aadi

Quest Software Inc. has appointed Ian Hodge to the role of managing
director for Australia and New Zealand (ANZ). Hodge brings to Quest
Software more than 20 years of IT and business management experience.
He has held senior management roles at Fujitsu Australia and New Zealand,
Supply Chain Consulting, JD Edwards and E.piphany and SAP Australia.

Security 2011 Exhibition

Opengear, provider of next generation console server and remote
management solutions, has announced that Rick Stevenson will be its new
CEO. Based in Brisbane, Stevenson has worked with Opengear’s founders at
several previous startups, including Stallion Technologies and SnapGear.

www.securityexpo.com.au/

Pure Hacking, Australia’sspecialist information security consultancy has
confirmed the appointment of two new security experts and the establishment
of a new Strategic Security Practice. The new hires, Jonathan Carter,
Principal Security Consultant and Head of Strategic Security, together with
David Muscat, Senior Security Consultant will be responsible for security
and governance consulting reviews against systems, networks, devices and
applications for clients across a variety of industry sectors.
Lexmark International has announced the appointment of Carmel
Mosser as the company’s new General Manager for Australia and New
Zealand.
Hewlett-Packard has made two new appointments: Christopher
James-Killer will lead the HP South Pacific Imaging and Printing Group
(IPG) Managed Enterprise Solutions (MES) business; while David Caspari
has been appointed as senior vice president, Enterprise Services, for HP Asia
Pacific and Japan.
Caspari will be responsible for business growth in HP’s services portfolio
across APJ including applications, business processing and outsourcing
services.
The IQ Business Group, Australia (IQBG) is adding OpenText to its
offerings for financial services clients in the area of information governance,
document management and archiving. In early 2010, IQBG established a
Microsoft Solutions Practice specialising in paperless technologies like ECM,
workflow, and records management. With the partnership with OpenText,
IQBG will now extend its focus from business applications to ECM and
Records Management, eDiscovery, Content Archiving and Information
Governance.
Regional document processing specialist Speedscan has announced
new outbound capabilities with the acquisition of the e-Billing business of
Connxion Limited.
Connxion’s e-Billing business will be added to Speedscan’s document
processing services for inbound communications that include mailroom
services, scanning, OCR, data entry, workflow and document hosting.
Speedscan claims the Connxion e-Billing integration will result in it
becoming the largest independent and privately owned Business Process
Outsource provider, focused on document intensive processes, across
Australia and New Zealand.

August 24 – 26, Sydney Convention Centre
Some of the renowned experts who will be
presenting at the three-day event include: Tom
Sykes, Manager, Solutions Architect at NBN
Co Limited and Nick Klein, Director, Klein & Co
Forensics (Lunch & Learn session)

inForum 2011

11-14 September 2011 Darwin Convention Centre
Hosted by Records and Information Management
Professionals Australasia (RIM Professionals
Australasia) the theme for inForum 2011
“Communicate : Collaborate : Innovate” is about
working together to innovate in the face of constant
pressure to build knowledge, develop methods,
learn new technologies and justify an organisation’s
needs. What are we doing already? What are we, or
should we be, doing differently to move forward for
tomorrow’s challenges?
inForum 2011 is all about how the information sector
is, or should be, working together and innovating
for the future. External pressures will not go away,
but neither will we: innovation, communication and
collaboration are the keys to success.
Australian and international speakers include
Australia’s new Information Commissioner,
Professor John McMillan and Australian Computer
Society President Anthony Wong.

www.inforum.net.au

dreamcore 2011

Hilton Sydney 5 October 2011
Featured Research VP and lead analyst for
Web content management (WCM) for Gartner,
Mick MacComascaigh will deliver the keynote
presentation at Sitecore’s online and WCM
conference, Dreamcore Australia 2011.
MacComascaigh will discuss how: Web content
management (WCM) has undergone significant
change over the past 4 years. For more information
on the conference, including speakers from CSIRO,
Microsoft, Datalicious, DTDigital visit

www.sitecore.net/DreamcoreAU2011

Visual Business Intelligence Workshop

15-17 Nov - Bayview Eden Hotel, Melbourne
21-23 Nov – Rydges lakeside Hotel, Canberra
Learn How to Effectively Present and Analyse
Quantitative Business Data
This course provides practical skills for analysis that
is useful to managers at all levels and to anyone
interested in keeping an eye on the business. It is
designed for anyone who has a need to present
or analyse data, including managers and business
analysts, Business intelligence developers,
application developers, data analysts and usability
experts.

http://www.altis.com.au/education/
visualbusinessintelligence.php
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IDM is the trusted resource for information managers in enterprise &
government in Australia, New Zealand and the Asia Pacific region. Subscribe
now to guarantee your window into contemporary information management
issues such as document & records management, workflow automation, email
management, ediscovery, enterprise content management, imaging, records
management and associated storage solutions.
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YES, I would like to subscribe to IDM
Magazine & IDM Weekly e-newsletter
Australia -

2 years (12 issues) $100

New Zealand -

1 year (6 issues) $A60

1 year (6 issues) $A80 Other Countries -

1 year (6 issues) $A150

Please make cheques payable to Transmit Media
Pay by Credit Card
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Mastercard

Bankcard

American Express

Diner’s Club
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FAX THIS FORM TO (02) 8212 8985 OR POST TO TRANSMIT MEDIA,
PO BOX 392, PADDINGTON 2021
EMAIL TO IDM@IDM.NET.AU OR SUBSCRIBE OVER THE PHONE AT (02) 9043 2943
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Makeover and streamline capture
across your entire enterprise
Kodak Capture Pro Software is the complete capture software application that
allows you to efficiently convert forms, invoices, patient records and other critical
business documents to high quality images leveraging on advanced image
processing technology in-built in every Kodak Scanner. Simple to deploy with its
comprehensive integration with Microsoft Sharepoint and other ECM systems.
Call Kodak on 1800 895 747 to streamline your capture operation today.

It’s time for you and Kodak

